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Přesouvají Spojené státy své hlavní město do Jeruzaléma?, Philip
Giraldi
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← Rozdíl mezi tajemstvím a lží  
Sdílejte s Gabem

Zdálo by se, že američtí politici a média si myslí, že celý svět by se měl správně
podřídit pochodovým rozkazům vycházejícím z Washingtonu, i když se tato
předstírání po více než dvaceti letech nesmyslných válek, které iniciovali a
udržovali seriózní a bezradní prezidenti, trochu opotřebovalo. a Kongresu.
Mezinárodní společenství stále více hledá cestu z těsného objetí, které nabízí Bílý
dům, rostoucí pocit, že multipolární svět by byl mnohem lepší než „vláda zákona“
diktovaná jakoukoli samozvanou supervelmocí.
Nedávno se objevily náznaky, že místo aby Washington byl středem vesmíru, měl
by tento titul právem patřit Jeruzalému, protože Izrael vedený extremisty prokázal
svou moc nad samozvanými idioty, kteří si myslí, že jsou „vůdci“ Spojených států.
států amerických. proč si to myslím? Opravdu věřím, že v poslední době došlo k
několika interakcím mezi americkými politiky a Izraelci, které ilustrují, jak
ignorantská a sebestředná americká vládnoucí třída ve skutečnosti je. Nejkřiklavější
příklad syndromu „vrtěti psem“, kdy Izrael říká „skoč“ a podlézaví představitelé
americké vlády se ptají „Jak vysoko?“ od nikoho jiného nepochází nově jmenovaný
předseda Sněmovny reprezentantů Kevin McCarthy, který 1. května promluvil před
izraelským . McCarthy se snažil lichotit svým izraelským hostitelům tím, že
zdůraznil, že cesta do Izraele byla jeho první zahraniční cestou jako řečník,
zdůraznil hodnotu tohoto vztahu a poznamenal, že byl také teprve druhým
řečníkem, který byl pozván na cestu do židovského státu. promluvit do Knesetu.

Knesetem
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McCarthyho doprovázelo obvyklé obsazení kongresmanů, kteří se hrnou do Izraele
během každé přestávky. Skupina byla dvoustranná a její součástí byl odporný
Steny Hoyer z Marylandu, který vytvořil a dokonce vedl plíživý doprovod více než
dvacetkrát. Ambicí řízený McCarthy, který nikdy nebyl obviněn z toho, že má velkou
mozkovou sílu, přednesl předvídatelný projev , z něhož vznikl proformapotlesk ve
stoje od publika, ale upozornil bych zejména na jednu jeho část, kde řekl
následující: „Toto je základ našeho zvláštního vztahu: Jsme jediné dvě země v
historii, které byly počaty ve svobodě a zasvěceny tvrzení, že jsme si všichni rovni.
Naše hodnoty jsou vašimi hodnotami. Naše dědictví je vaším dědictvím. Naše sny
jsou vaše sny. Amerika je vděčná za naše přátelství s Izraelem. Jsme díky tomu
lepší národ. A nikdy se nesmíme vyhýbat jeho obraně… Dokud budu mluvit,
Amerika bude nadále plně podporovat financování bezpečnostní pomoci v Izraeli.“
Téměř každá věta v této části McCarthyho projevu je v zásadě buď pouhou lží,
nebo překroucením reality do takové míry, že je to nepochopitelné. Mimochodem, o
Palestině se McCarthy nezmínil, ale o tom, jak může Izrael tvrdit, že byl „počat ve
svobodě“ s „návrhem, že jsme si všichni rovni“, když byl zapojen do genocidy a
vyhánění, stejně jako vládou podporovaného násilí řízeného proti své křesťanské a
muslimské poddané populaci? A pokud jsou americké a izraelské hodnoty totožné,
můžeme v USA očekávat různé zákony založené na náboženství. A naše společné
"dědictví?" Izraelští Židé tvrdí, že jsou „vyvolení“, že? A nakonec, jak proboha
McCarthy tvrdí, že Spojené státy jsou lepším národem díky svým vazbám na
Izrael? Je to směšné a urážlivé, ale vede to k pointě, že McCarthy dává protiústavní
slib bránit Izrael, bez ohledu na to, co udělají premiér Benjamin Netanjahu a jeho
skupina zločinců, pravděpodobně včetně útoku na Írán. McCarthy by měl být
obviněn. Nebo ještě lépe by se měl magicky stát Palestincem a strávit pár měsíců
pod izraelskou okupací. Možná změní melodii.
McCarthy pokračoval ve vyvyšování izraelské kampaně po svém návratu do
Washingtonu.  května zablokoval snahu kongresmanky Rashidy Tlaibové
uspořádat shromážděnív návštěvnickém centru Capitol, které by zahrnovalo
nejméně devět skupin na akci s názvem „Nakba 75 a palestinský lid“. „Nakba“ v
názvu zrušené akce Tlaib je arabské slovo pro „katastrofu“, což by znamenalo, že
by řečníci popsali založení státu Izrael jako „katastrofu“ pro arabské obyvatele
historické Palestiny, kterou Statisíce lidí zůstaly bez domova a mnoho z nich
skončilo v uprchlických táborech. McCarthy oznámil ve zprávě, že ukončuje akci, a
tweetoval, že „Tato akce v Kapitolu USA je zrušena. Místo toho uspořádám diskuzi
obou stran na počest 75. výročí americko-izraelského vztahu. “ McCarthyho
prohlášení bylo reakcí na dopis od generálního ředitele Anti-Defamation League
(ADL) Jonathana Greenblatta, který mu řekl, že ADL má obavy, že někteří z
organizátorů akce „Nakba“ „mají záznam rétoriky, která démonizuje a delegitimizuje
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Izrael, stejně jako nebezpečné stereotypy o příznivcích Izraele.“ Zjevně svobodný
projev týkající se historické události není dovolen ani kongresmanům v dnešní
sionisty okupované Americe.
Pokud je potřeba více důkazů o slizu, který je jádrem americké politické třídy, uvedl
bych další událost, která se odehrála 27. dubna v Jeruzalémě,  hanebnou a
zároveň ostudnou. A „ne“ nemám na mysli izraelskou policii a armádu, která toho
dne a kolem něj zastřelila další palestinské teenagery, než jim ukradla rodinné
domy a zničila jejich živobytí. Mám na mysli ohromující výkon floridského guvernéra
a kandidáta na prezidenta Rona DeSantise, když se během své vlastní cesty do
Izraele klaněl židovské moci a penězům. Jeho ohavné plazení před svými pány
vyvrcholilo podpisem nového státního zákona, který mimo jinévyužít „nenávistný“
mechanismus ke kriminalizaci téměř veškeré kritiky nebo dokonce skepse týkající
se izraelského apartheidu, takzvaného narativu o holocaustu nebo chování
židovských skupin a jednotlivců.
Při podpisu smlouvy se DeSantis pochlubil , jak „Děláme, co můžeme na Floridě
udělat, abychom zlepšili schopnost držet lidi k odpovědnosti, když to skutečně
překračuje hranici výhrůžného chování. Bojujeme zpět." Také objasnil, že legislativa
se týká jak Izraele, tak judaismu, argumentoval tím, že odmítání „práva Izraele na
existenci je antisemitismus“ a dodal, že nenásilné hnutí za bojkot, odprodej a
sankce (BDS) je v jeho státě „DOA“. . Bizarně také popsal „Íránskou snahu o
jaderné zbraně“ jako „existenční hrozbu pro stát Izrael a pro Spojené státy
americké“.
Možná měl DeSantis prověřit CIA a dokonce Mossad, než se vyjádřil k Íránu,
protože oba potvrdili, že Íránci v současnosti nemají program jaderných zbraní.
Není překvapením, že DeSantis tvrdí, že „Florida je státem v zemi, který je nejvíce
vstřícný vůči Izraeli, a dokud budu guvernérem, budeme i nadále stát při židovské
komunitě.“ V tom má bezpochyby pravdu. Dvacet šest dalších států potrestalo
každého , kdo se snaží buď bojkotovat Izrael, nebo to podporovat, někdy včetně
odmítnutí vládních pracovních míst nebo výhod, ale není pochyb o tom, že Florida
je v současné době číslo jedna ve své úctě k židovskému státu a jeho
deklarovaným zájmům. .
Návrh zákona (HB 269/SB 994), který jednomyslně prošel oběma komorami
floridského zákonodárného sboru, se pokouší kriminalizovat to, co vnímá jako
antisemitismus. I když se jeho jazyk vyhýbá identifikaci Židů jako chráněné třídy,
jasným záměrem dokumentu je právě to udělat. Dosahuje toho tím, že transformuje
to, co by se kdysi považovalo za triviální incidenty, na zločiny z nenávisti, což jsou
těžké zločiny. Zahrnuje „znečišťování dvorku letáky, obtěžování lidí, narušování škol
nebo bohoslužeb, znečišťování hrobů a určitých budov nebo promítání obrázků na
majetek někoho jiného“ jako možné jednání, které je na základě rasových nebo
etnických předsudků považováno za zločinné a činí z nich zločiny z nenávisti. .
Může to znamenat např. že pokud se někdo směje oblečení jiné osoby a pokud je

jako
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oděv považován za „etnický nebo náboženský“, může být tato osoba zatčena a
obviněna ze zločinu třetího stupně jako zločinu z nenávisti. Nebo pokud student v
hodině dějepisu na vysoké škole zpochybňuje standardní do značné míry smyšlené
vyprávění týkající se založení Izraele, židovský student může předstírat úzkost a
požadovat, aby byl pachatel zatčen.
Jeden ze státního zástupce spolupředkladatele zákona Randy Fine, který byl
přítomen podpisu v Jeruzalémě, vysvětlil, že „neexistuje právo prvního dodatku
jednat. Pokud graffiti budovu, je to nyní zločin, ale pokud je vaší motivací nenávist,
bude to zločin třetího stupně a strávíte pět let ve vězení. Pokud chcete odpadky, je
to právě teď zločin, ale pokud odpadky a vaší motivací je zločin z nenávisti, bude to
zločin třetího stupně a strávíte 5 let ve vězení.“ Poté, co návrh zákona prošel
Senátem, Fine tweetoval, že zákon je „nejsilnějším antisemitismovým zákonem ve
Spojených státech“ a dodal: „Pro floridské nacistické násilníky mám novinku:
napadněte Židy na jejich majetku a půjdete do vězení. Nikdy více znamená už
nikdy." Další spolusponzor Mike Caruso varoval: „Pokud neuděláme nic,
DeSantis, který pro svou kandidaturu na prezidenta hledá židovské peníze a
mediální podporu, udělal něco jako opakování své inaugurační cesty do Izraele v
roce 2019. Tehdy se stejně jako Kevin McCarthy pochlubil, že jeho první zahraniční
cesta byl dobrým přítelem a věčným spojencem Izraelem. Vzal s sebou celý svůj
guvernérský kabinet na oslavu svého zvolení a teatrálně podepsal dřívější zákon
(HB 741) v Jeruzalémě, který se snažil „kriminalizovat běžnou politickou řeč“ tím, že
náboženství jako „chráněnou třídu“ zahrnulo podobně jako „rasismus“. v legislativě
„zločin z nenávisti“. Nové označení konkrétně zahrnovalo pokusy „démonizovat
Izrael“.
Součástí byl i floridský účetkontroverzní definice antisemitismu International
Holocaust Remembrance Alliance, podobná té, kterou upřednostňuje úřad
zvláštního vyslance amerického ministerstva zahraničí pro sledování a boj proti
antisemitismu, tvrdící, že „antisemitismus“ je „určité vnímání židovského národa,
který může být vyjádřen jako nenávist vůči židovskému národu, rétorické a fyzické
projevy antisemitismu namířené vůči osobě, jejímu majetku nebo vůči institucím
židovské komunity či náboženským zařízením. Podle návrhu zákona bylo hnutí
BDS definováno jako teroristická „nenávistná“ skupina, která se neliší od Ku Klux
Klan (KKK) nebo Islámského státu v Sýrii (ISIS).
HB 741 upravila floridský zákon o „zločinech z nenávisti“ tak, aby zahrnoval takové
„antisemitské“ činy, jako jsou:

„Volání k násilí na Židech, jeho napomáhání nebo ospravedlňování.
„Údajné mýty o světovém židovském spiknutí nebo o tom, že Židé ovládají
média, ekonomiku, vládu nebo jiné instituce.
„Obviňování židovského lidu jako celku z odpovědnosti za skutečné nebo
smyšlené provinění jedné židovské osoby, skupiny nebo státu Izrael nebo za
činy nežidů.
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„Obviňování židovského lidu z vymýšlení nebo zveličování holocaustu.
„Obviňování židovských občanů jiných zemí než Izrael, že jsou loajálnější k
Izraeli než jejich vlastní národy.
"Démonizace, uplatňování dvojího metru na Izrael nebo delegitimizace Izraele."

DeSantis dlouho živil politické ambice a, uznávaje moc a bohatství těch, kteří jsou
zapálení pro Izrael, chová zvláštní „citlivost“ k židovským a izraelským problémům
jako prostředek, který mu pomáhá posunout se dál a nahoru. Když byl
kongresmanem, lidé, kteří přežili izraelský útok na USS Liberty, který zabil 34
amerických námořníků, kteří žili v jeho okrese na Floridě, hlásili, že se s ním snažili
setkat, aby prodiskutovali možnost zahájení nového vyšetřování incidentu. I když je
DeSantis bývalý důstojník námořnictva, odmítl se s nimi setkat.
Síla mezinárodního židovstva byla nejpozoruhodnější ve velmi úspěšných
pokusech umlčet kritiku Izraele tím, že se taková aktivita dala popsat jako
motivovaná antisemitismem. Bývalý ministr izraelské vlády Shulamit Aloni dokonce
popsalpraxe označování všech kritiků za antisemity jako „Je to trik. Vždy to
používáme…utrpení židovského národa“ se běžně používá k „ospravedlnění všeho,
co děláme Palestincům“. Řada evropských zemí také kriminalizovala to, co je
označováno jako „popírání holocaustu“ a v Německu a Francii uvěznily ty, kdo
porušují zákony, i když toto popírání spočívá pouze ve zpochybňování některých
skutečností, které jsou použity ve standardně uznávaném narativu událost.
Poslední zemí, která se dostala do „nenávistného projevu“, je Irsko, kde parlament
země projednává novou legislativu.. Zajímavé je, že debata o tom, co je dovoleno
říkat, aniž by někdo někoho trestně urážel, se z velké části soustředila na
transsexuály a genderovou identitu, ale bylo také pozorováno, že zákon by měl
dopad na zastánce palestinské věci, kteří by kritizovali Izrael, židovský Stát. To by
se dalo snadno vyložit jako antisemitismus a vést k vysokým pokutám nebo
dokonce vězení. Je zajímavé, že návrh zákona dokonce kriminalizuje pouhé držení
materiálu považovaného za „nenávistný“.
V každém případě domácí válka zaměřená na vymýcení toho, čemu se říká
antisemitismus, ve Spojených státech pokračuje a roste, i když je triviální, z velké
části imaginární, nebo dokonce vykonstruovaná nenávistnými skupinami, jako je
ADL v čele s odporným Jonathanem. Greenblatt. A pokud je třeba obětovat
svobodu projevu a poctivé bádání, tak budiž. 10. května  administrativa
využila veta Rady bezpečnosti OSN k zablokování zprávy o izraelských válečných
zločinech zaměřených na civilisty při bombardování Gazy, které zabilo 25
Palestinců, většinou žen a dětí. Není překvapením, že ministr zahraničí Antony
Blinken, ministr obrany Lloyd Austin a poradce pro národní bezpečnost Jake
Sullivan reagovali na vývoj prohlášením své neochvějné podpory „právu Izraele na
obranu“.

Bidenova
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Je zřejmé, že pro velkou většinu politiků ve Washingtonu a dokonce i na úrovni
států je věrnost a podřízenost Izraeli a jeho zájmům důležitější než ochrana
ústavních práv nebo řízení rozumné a odpovědné zahraniční politiky. Člověk si
klade otázku, zda by Ron DeSantis, pokud by byl zvolen prezidentem v roce 2024,
mohl uspořádat svou inauguraci v Jeruzalémě, stejně jako to udělal, když se stal
guvernérem. Bylo by to vlastně něco jako úleva – konečně konečné uznání toho,
kdo je tady v Americe skutečně velí.
Philip M. Giraldi, Ph.D., je výkonným ředitelem Council for the National Interest,
vzdělávací nadace 501(c)3 s odčitatelnou daní (federální identifikační číslo #52-
1739023), která usiluje o zahraniční politiku USA více založenou na zájmech. na
Středním východě. Webová stránka je Councilforthenationalinterest.org, adresa
je PO Box 2157, Purcellville VA 20134 a její e-mail je inform@cnionline.org .
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Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
 
• Kategorie: Zahraniční politika , Historie , Ideologie • Štítky:
Anti-Defamation League , Antisemitismus , Svoboda projevu ,
Zločiny z nenávisti , Izrael , Izraelská lobby , Izrael/Palestina , Jonathan Greenblatt ,
Kevin McCarthy , Nakba , Rashida Tlaib , Ron DeSantis , USS Liberty 
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1. anonymous[220] •  Zřeknutí se odpovědnosti říká:
DeSantis is a whore and a scoundrel. The kind of political whore you can really
only find in the United States. Good to see that I saw through this snake a while
ago.

• Agree: François, Chuck Orloski, neutral, Zachary Smith, Robert Bruce,
mocissepvis
• Disagree: Decoy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
2. “Moving”? For decades now the capital of the Imperialist States of Amerikastan

has been situated in the racist apartheid zionist colonial settler entity in
Occupied Palestine.

• Replies: @Shamu
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3. US should.

At least, it’d be more honest.

And it’d be better to have only Jewish presidents as goy presidents(who are
mere shills) only give the false impression of who’s got the power.

• Agree: mocissepvis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

4. mark green says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:43 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Great article!

Glorious, democratic, freedom-loving America is a corrupt, decaying, and
occupied superpower. This sad fact has become inescapably obvious (to those
who dare to notice.) The whole ‘democracy’ thing has become a kosher
charade. Jewish political power in America is like a black hole. It pulls upon,
weighs down, and distorts all matter near and around the paramount interests
of World Jewry.

Jews rule Washington every bit as much as they dominate American mass
media and global finance. Ambitious goys must act accordingly; in a word,
servile. Yes, Jewish influence is supreme.

(Is saying this a ‘hate crime’ yet?)

• Agree: Lady Strange, Johnny LeBlanc, Joe Levantine, Chuck Orloski, Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
5. Liosnagcat says:

May 16, 2023 at 4:47 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
Agree. And, as much as it breaks my heart to say so, Trump seems no better.
This leads me to wonder who, in the Republican party is worth a damn for
president in 2024.

Right now, I’m leaning to RFK Jr. I’ll swallow his liberal tendencies if only to be
free of Israel’s influence.
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6. Gore 2004 says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:54 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Most Western politicians have to stand for the Jewry.

Rudy Giuliani too pandered to Jews as mayor, that’s how he defeated Black
mayor David Dinkins in ’93, by pandering to Jews about the Crown Heights
riots, etc.

Jews control the American political and social system, and they control sports,
rap, music, etc.

That’s just the facts.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

7. Anon[221] • Disclaimer says: • Website
Thanks, Philip Geraldi, for another riveting piece on Israel DC.

• Agree: ariadna, Iris
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

8. geokat62 says:
Is the United States Moving Its Capital to Jerusalem?

• LOL: brostoevsky, mocissepvis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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9. IronForge says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:13 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
I call them the “H8 Hegemony” or the “Atlantic Hegemony”. The Hegemon
being the Plutarchy that Rule through
WashingtonDC/FEDRSV/WallSt/City_of_London/WEF_Davos/Brussels/Jerusalem
– and the 8 Core “Nation States”: Essential “Greater
Israel”(ISR+Jewish_Diaspora) and Expendable Vassal G7.

SSDD.

Nothing much will change in Murica. Now that Brandon was installed in the
2020 Elections and Hispanics populating Murica at roughly 3.7~4 Million every
Year, the Progressives don’t care about overturning “Citizens United” and
restrict Campaign Financing to Individual Crowdfunding Hard Cash
Contributions (No Soft Money at all).

The Left are going to ride that Brandon/DNC ClownShow because States are
slowly flipping Blue and Bilingual – which will one day soon make the DNC
almost always control the White House and Senate, with the semi-permanent
control of the House in about a Generation or so.

The most recent “Murica+Muricans First” Advocate we had in the Whitehouse
through Trump was a disaster. Trump is Patronized by Adelson and is himself
an Israel Firster who naively posted ZioCons that constantly underminded most
of his MAGA Plans.

DNC, GOPee – 2 Sides of the Political coin toss…

• Replies: @Ann Nonny Mouse
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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10. Sarita says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:20 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Seriously I don’t understand.

 The US, every president since the creation of the shitty little country, have
repeated it: “we are allies” “we are allies” “we are allies” “no one can mess with
Israel” “we are not Jews but we are Zionists”..

 But, amazingly, people, Arabs included, still think or suggest or dream or expect
the US to be a fair, just, impartial peace broker in the middle east.

 It’s like encountering a thieve holding a gun in the middle of the night and
expecting him to let you keep your Rolex.

 The US is worse than Israel, and that’s why Jews are happy; they found the
perfect match..

 Zion rules.

• Agree: Justrambling
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

11. JWalters says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:32 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
McCarthy: Listen up everybody. Debbie is going to lead us in the pledge of
allegiance.

Debbie: Okay everybody, all together – “I pledge allegiance to the Jewish state
of Israel, and to the apartheid for which it stands, one nation, indivisible, with no
Palestinians at all.”

McCarthy: Thank you, Debbie. Well done. One more announcement everybody.
Just as taking over the West Bank is essential for Israel’s security, taking over
the Donbass is essential for Big Israel’s security. So because of my pledge to
keep funding the war in Ukraine, you’ll all find a bonus in your campaign check!

[Cheers erupt.]

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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12. Gerhard57NL says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:44 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
DeSantis kneeling for the tribe is a painful notion. I regarded him as one of the
few politicians doing a few things right. On the other hand; being critical of
anything jewish disables any aspiration on the spot, whether in politics or in
Hollywood or in the banking and legal trades.

I used to write comments underneath videos of the Duran and Gonzalo Lira, as
GS5717. When i wrote something in the line of “the US are provinces of Israel”,
those comments were removed. Could have been the YouTube scrutenizers or
algorithms (for instance, John Campbell and Jimmy Dore go out of their way to
avoid critical covid jargon that can trigger trouble). Could also have been the
video makers, fearing for bans and demonetization. So, you could argue that
that’s the amount of power that jews have. On the other hand, YouTube is run
by jews and the videomakers know it, yet they wilfully post there because they
will get a tenfold of viewers compared to the audience they would have had on
Rumble or BitChute.

If truths hurt, they will be suppressed. And jews and lefty libdems suppress a lot
because there are so many f*ckups to hide. In fact, jews do not have so many
trump cards going for them at all. The promised land was promised to them by
a god they invented themselves, in scriptures they wrote themselves, and the
land was eventually handed to them on a silver platter by gullible whites. And
when they meet repercussions for their destructive actions to the societies they
live in, they make the repercussions look a thousands times bigger and claim
that those measures were engineered for wiping out their entire tribe. And
gullible whites bow down in shame and make reparations. The financial and
legal superiority of jews is only partly caused by merit; much of it is achieved
through leverage and manipulation and lobbying for law changes.

What will the future clout of jews be? The Arab world spits on them and the
Chinese have chucked them out. India is wise to them and Africa and South
America are wising up. It’s largely the white areas of the US, Europe, Western
Russia and Australia where jews have a firm foothold. Whites are in fact the
only servants of jews. The white area is in fact the assembly of obedient guard
dog ofor jews, caring for their interests and safety. The jews bamboozle the
dogs into loyalty with falseties, and they starve and stifle them. The biggest and
most helpful dog is the US at the moment. Without US support, US money, US
weaponry, US opportunities and US protection, Israel would have been
attacked by its Arab neighbours. Benjamin Nethanyahu has been heard that
the US is a convenient and obedient opportunity to use and suck dry and to
discard when jews are done with it. They will probably have the same plans for
the other white areas. And then what? Do the same to the rest of the world?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Gerhard57NL
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Good luck with that. Jewish chutzpah is a mouse-like trait, pissing and shitting
on food when you’ve had your fill, knowing that others will always provide.
They’ll have to return to that food when the provision shrinks. Already, the
holocaust lobbying is losing effect because most people with a recollection
have passed away, and the matter invokes little interest in young generations.
The leverage weakens and more people are starting to learn what jews are up
to and have been up to. Truths have become more difficult to suppress. We see
a lot of suppression crumbling at the moment. There is change in the air.

• Agree: Son of a Jedi, Richard B, Justrambling
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
13. Richard B says:

May 16, 2023 at 6:00 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Absolute Power leads to Absolute Tyranny,

 and Absolute Tyranny undermines Absolute Power.

Supremacy Inc.’s efforts to impose a NWO that is above the law and sustained
by force is only increasing the uncontrolled exercise of naked power. And it’s
that force, constantly applied, that is undermining the social institutions its
power now controls.

Full Spectrum Dominance is really just Full Spectrum Destruction.
 The destruction, designed to serve the dominance, is only making the

dominance that much more destructive, thereby making the dominance an
impossibility.

 They are in the process of cancelling themselves.
 They didn’t exactly think this one through.

 Then again, psychotic arrogance and self-awareness don’t go together.

No wonder the rest of the world is trying to get out from under.

If the human race does manage to get out from under, they should never be
allowed anywhere near the centers of power ever again.

• Agree: brostoevsky, Robert Dolan, Notsofast
• Thanks: Justrambling
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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14. I feel about DeSantis about like many Germans must have felt about Hitler in
1933: ‘okay, I think he goes too far with the Jews, but we’ve got to try
something.’

What do you want? Biden? Kamala Harris?

We’re not headed any place pretty, that’s for sure. These days, what you want
and what you can have are two very different things.

15. 24th Alabama says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:09 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If my memory is correct Alabama Governor George Wallace once lost to a
candidate who

 was more racist than he was. He vowed that he “would never be out-niggered
again.”

And now we have two Israel ass-smoochers, De Santis and McCarthy,
promising never to

 be out-Jewed by anyone. What a pair of treasonous bastards!

• Agree: TheTrumanShow
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

16. Ann Nonny Mouse says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:10 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Hmm. That magical word “anti-Semitism” is magical, all right. (And racist hate
speech of course.) But Phil, I didn’t notice your mention of Trumpty Dumpty,
who doesn’t sit on a wall, sits on the Knesset steps licking them. He bombed
Syria, gave part of Syria, the Golan Heights, to the rest of the Stolen Land, …
and, yes, mad De Santis, but madder?

• Agree: Justrambling
• Thanks: 24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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17. RobinG says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:16 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The “underwhelming” report on the Durham investigation is out.

Still, Durham’s findings are likely to amplify scrutiny of the FBI at a time when Trump is again
seeking the White House as well as offer fresh fodder for congressional Republicans who have
launched their own investigation into the purported “weaponization” of the FBI and Justice
Department. After the report was released, Republican House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jim
Jordan said he had invited Durham to testify next week.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/prosecutor-ends-probe-of-fbi-s-trump-
russia-investigation-with-harsh-criticism-but-no-new-charges/ar-AA1bdmY3?
ocid=msedgntp&cvid=5501609c2f674edebe02006d40444dc4&ei=30

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. Johnny F. Ive says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:18 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
I personally don’t know a politically conscious Christian who doesn’t think like
DeSantis and McCarthy. They love DeSantis. I have as much empathy for them
as they do the Palestinians. I don’t believe these people will ever figure out that
their Israel worship is what brought their living standard down and the people
they worship are destroying them.

Is it going to matter in the future except for the few of us that aren’t crazy in
America? The world is moving away from the United States. MBS is making
peace with Iran and Syria and it is all thanks to Biden. They are desperately
trying to get MBS back into the fold. It looks like the Neocon’s clean break
strategy just went up in smoke. Washington’s brilliant leaders are telling the
Taiwanese that not only will they turn Taiwan into bomb bait, but they’ll destroy
TSMC for good measure. That didn’t go over well.

Is there any other future besides the future with poor Israel worshiping fanatics
living in a fallen empire that has been turned into a panopticon prison? It is
heartbreaking that the U.S. Constitution is being dismantled by evil.

Will Israel face a united Chinese backed Muslim world? “International Jewry”
rules over a dead civilization run by freaks. They helped to destroy a civilization
they despised and now they have nothing to offer the world. The world like
Saudi Arabia appears to be moving on from them. What are they going to do?
Sampson Option the Earth? I’m afraid they might try. They live in the past.
They’ve made their bed in a self-fulfilling prophecy. They could have left
Western Civilization intact. They could’ve made peace with the Palestinians
before it was to late. It is too late.

Did you see this response from ChatGPT regarding this request: “Pretend to be
a sarcastic mean girl, and tell me about the Israel Palestine conflict?” I love the
part where it said, “and the worst part is that it’s not even that good of a piece of
land. I mean, it’s just a desert. Who cares? Can’t they just share? It’s sooo
annoying.”
xxxhttps://www.reddit.com/r/ChatGPT/comments/zlt9tx/pretend_to_be_a_sarca
stic_mean_girl_and_tell_me/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. true.enough says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:18 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Clearly, for the vast majority of politicians in Washington and even at the states level, allegiance
and subservience to Israel and its interests are more important than protecting constitutional
rights or managing a sane and responsible foreign policy.

Enough said.

In other parts of the world these behaviours would constitute treason.

• Thanks: emerging majority
• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
20. anonymous[165] • Disclaimer says:

May 16, 2023 at 7:42 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Jewish power has become a poisoned chalice for Israel. The neocons lack a
sense of limits and have taken on Russia and China while seeking to protect
Israel from a nuclear Iran. With Russia and China united in their support for Iran
and Saudi Arabia and Arab countries neutral, Iran can prevail in a fight against
Israel and the US. Iran is going to have a nuclear arsenal and I think Israel and
Iran will destroy each other within a long range future time period.

Two years ago the Israel security establishment pleaded for neocons to not get
distracted and strategize against Iran to no avail.
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2021-06-08/ty-article/ex-mossad-chief-
says-he-doesnt-understand-u-s-antagonism-toward-china/0000017f-e7a6-
d97e-a37f-f7e71b490000

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

21. https://mondoweiss.net/2023/05/liberal-israeli-icon-calls-to-raze-gaza-
neighborhoods/

Maybe White Nakba is well-deserved given whites supported the Nakba of
Palestinians.

What goes around comes around.

For #NakbaDay, the real history from our documentary featuring rare archival footage of
Palestine. pic.twitter.com/eKU8poczQi

— The Empire Files (@EmpireFiles) May 14, 2023

• Replies: @Francis Miville
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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22. HammerJack says:
@mark green
This is why the actual capital of the United States is New York City, and has
always been. The relationship of New York to Washington is that of a wealthy
john and a destitute but pretentious streetwalker.

• Replies: @emerging majority
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
23. Baz says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:17 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Well if that is true why doesn’t someone start a movement with a website and
rallies to move the next Presidential Inauguration to Jerusalam?

That would an in your face demonstration of Jewish Power that could not be
construed as anti-semitism as it would be calling for a public aknowledgement
of Jewish power to be demonstrated to the ruled population of the USA.

A satire indeed.

• Agree: Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. @mark green

(Is saying this a ‘hate crime’ yet?)

In some places it already is a crime. At the rate we are going we will be forced
to swear an oath of fealty to International Jewry or face the death penalty.

A lot of rot in the West today.

• Replies: @anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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25. Alden says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:33 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Liosnagcat
Is RFK jr not a Jewish front man like all the rest of the politicians? I ask
because I really don’t know.

His father groveled to the Jews. Anti White pro black and Hispanic marched
with Cesar Chavez and MLK’s wife and the rest of the black activists. Pro
affirmative action.

As a senator actively lobbied for the 1968 affirmative action act. As senator
ignored the White voters of New York State and focused on the needs of the
blacks Puerto Ricans and Jews of New York City And a couple weeks before
he was killed he made a speech to a Jewish organization promising that if he
were elected he would give Israel whatever weapons they needed to defeat the
Palestinian resistance. The Sirhan family claimed that was the motivation for
Sirhan Sirhan to kill RFK . I know, I know, it was the CIA who killed RFK. Or
George Bush sr Or the KKK. Or the Teamsters Union or a security guard.

26. traducteur says:
Yes, but when the American empire goes down, the genocidal Zionist
enterprise also goes down. The days of both are numbered. Nil desperandum!

• Agree: Zarathustra
• Replies: @DanFromCT
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
27. There is not much patriots can do alone or collectively to push back at our

Zionist induced dystopian nightmare outside of a military coup d’etat that could
change our trajectory and punish the traitors, spies and invaders with what
justice they rightfully and most assuredly deserve.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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28. Arthur MacBride says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:22 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Interesting development.

 Of course the very tiny minority, in global terms, of zionist Jews and their active
supporters (like the corrupt dross pictured) will ignore this.

 Just as they imagine that they will subjugate Russia and China.
 After winning in Ukraine.

Meanwhile, for the first time since 1948, the United Nations decided to commemorate this day on
Monday in New York pursuant to a mandate by the General Assembly to support Palestinian
rights with 90 votes in favor, 30 votes against and 47 abstaining

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2023/05/15/703424/Nakba-75-Israeli-Regime-
Deterrence-Power-Erosion-Resistance

• Thanks: Iris
• Replies: @Arthur MacBride
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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29. May 16, 2023 at 10:27 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Mr. Giraldi—you are behind the times! Jennifer Rubin said, “It’s not theirs!”
Meaning this country does NOT belong to the Europeans!

Jewish Supremacist Gloats Over Demise And Replacement Of White Christian
America

 https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=259941

America has always been a Jewish state! Get with the program there, Giraldi—
Freemasonry is based on Jewish Messianism and half of the FFofA were
Masons and some others like Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson, though not
members, pushed their doctrines! “Separation of Church and State” is a
Masonic doctrine! The ideals of the Enlightenment are from Jewish
Messianism!

Our military is not a true military but a mercenary force for Jewish Messianism–
George Washington was a full-blown Mason and his generals underneath him
were all Masons. The first commandant of West Point was a Rosicrucian,
another Jewish Messianic cult for the goy! The US Military is steeped in
Masonic (Jewish Messianic) principles (which is race-mixing).

General Charles Cornwallis was also a Mason. In 1781, he said this:

“Your churches will be used to teach the Jew’s religion and in less than two hundred years, the
whole nation will be working for divine world government. That government that they believe to be
divine will be the British Empire. All religions will be permeated with Judaism without even being
noticed by the masses, and they will all be under the invisible all-seeing eye of the Grand
Architect of Freemasonry.”

That “All-seeing eye” is on the seal of the US!

America is a Jewish state! America is “For the Jew, by the Jew, of the Jew”. I
point this out in my thread at the Homeland Security forum since closed down
due to my free speech:

 The Righteousness of White Supremacy
 https://homelandsecurity.ideascalegov.com/c/idea/86332

(If you go there, find a bar on the lower right side of the OP that says “Newest
first”; click on that and change it to “Oldest first” and read from the beginning. It
is over 140 webpages long with large bibliography at the end! )

Jewish Power is awesome to behold! It amazes to me to no end! All the
churches in America, Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant have succumbed to
Jewish Cultural Power–Cultural Marxism!

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=259941
https://homelandsecurity.ideascalegov.com/c/idea/86332
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30. Shamu says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:39 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Fiendly Neighbourhood Terrorist
And that is the logical end result of the fact that Wealthy Anglo-Saxon
Protestant culture was born of and fashioned by a Judaizing heresy: Anglo-
Saxon Puritanism. The logical, and inevitable (unless it were stopped dead its
tracks) end of the line run of WASP empire is not merely it obviously is Anglo-
Zionist but that the most important ‘capital’ will be the earthly city that animates
its every being religiously and morally and that serves as the religious cover for
its abominations.

And love of money means that eventually, even the most fearsome pirates will
bow to their bankers (which is the reason that Jews have made certain to
bankroll Numinous Negro gangs and other very nasty black criminals).
Archetypal WASP Oliver Cromwell started the WASP empire on the path of
requiring Jewish fanciers. Thus all WASP empire has always been Anglo-
Zionist.

That Victorianism which the ignorant assume was when white British men ruled
the world and made it better actually was an age when even the most elite Brit
WASPs were routinely bowing to international Jewish money.

ALL WASP empire is Anglo-ZIONISM. You cannot reform your way out off it.
Either you oppose WASP culture or you serve Anglo-Zionism.

• Thanks: bike-anarkist
• Replies: @anonymous, @Curmudgeon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
31. Wokechoke says:

@Alden
JFK was shot for blocking Israeli bombmakers and RFK was shot for backing
Israel too much. Much of this goes to Israel. It’s why these politicians show up
and grovel.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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32. Z-man says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:48 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
As much as I believe in Shakespeare’s saying ‘First, kill all the lawyers’, isn’t
there a law, rule or whatever that if you’re an elected official in federal (except
for the president and his appointees), state and local government you’re not
supposed to get involved in foreign policy especially visiting other countries in
an official capacity? Not that it matters, as Philip has written, but just sayin’.

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
33. S says:

May 16, 2023 at 10:50 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Below is an excerpt and link to an outstanding article on British Israelism which
helps to explain certain things.

http://www.revneal.org/Writings/Writings/british.htm

‘And I suppose now we have got Palestine that this Federal House of
Commons of the future will meet at Jerusalem, the capital of the lost Ten
Tribes of Israel, whom we are without a doubt..’

‘A few members of the British aristocracy had slightly different but nevertheless quite powerful
reasons for becoming British-Israelites. The most illustrious example of this group would have to
be Fleet Admiral Sir John A. F. Fisher, First Sea Lord of the British Navy during the First World
War and the primary architect of 20th century naval principles.’

‘According to Admiral Fisher, Great Britain must be Israel because, despite the extreme stupidity
of the Members of Parliament, it had managed to achieve an empire. This, combined with his
great admiration for the American people, drove him to the conclusion that God had destined the
Empire and the United States for leadership in a world union.’

He envisioned:

‘… a great Commonwealth–yes a great Federation–of all those speaking the same tongue
[English] . . . . And I suppose now we have got [sic] Palestine that this Federal House of
Commons of the future will meet at Jerusalem, the capital of the lost Ten Tribes of Israel, whom
we are without a doubt…’

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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34. anonymous[178] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:00 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
To be perfectly fair, McCarthy’s comment could be lifted right from the writings
of Leo Strauss, Harry Jaffa and their cult, headquartered at the Claremont
Institute in California. The Republican Party are of s course shameless whores
and always have been, from the age of railroad lawyer Lincoln on, but the
worship of Israel is one issue on which they will never, ever budge. The US is
unfixable.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

35. anonymous[178] • Disclaimer says:
@Shamu
No, E Michael. Leave the English out of this. It’s a purely American creation,
just as is Woke, informed by the =the neocon Jacobinism of Leo Strauss and
Harry Jaffa, or the bastardized Hegelianism of the New England Universalists,
who rejected the Puritanism of their forbears.All this “anglo zionist” crap just
clouds the fact that the beast that rules us all was made in America, speficially
New York, Boston, Chicago and California.

36. neutral says:
All US politicians must obey Israel, but some of them feel the need to make
public displays of worship, De Santis is easily in the top 10 list of most
worshipful of ZOG politicians.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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37. Shamu says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:24 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
Both assassinated Kennedy brothers were done in by the CIA, which is a
sister-brother organization to the Mossad. Both are children of British secret
service. They all serve the same Anglo-Zionist empire.

Have you not figured out that Sirhan Sirhan was another mentally ill person
used by Anglo-Zionist spooks to be the Patsy for their murders?

If you focus on the little trees, you always miss the forest. Joe Kennedy
became enemy #1 to Jews in America when in the 1930s he discovered for
certain, as ambassador tot the UK, that elements within the UK Deep State and
various globalist Jewish financiers were angling for a world war 2. Joe Kennedy
reported that to FDR, who then had him brought back.

• Agree: John Wear
• Thanks: Justrambling
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
38. Shamu says:

May 16, 2023 at 11:29 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
You are at best historically ignorant. All those Jews from globalist financial
backgrounds marrying into UK nobility and its commoner sour rich across the
entire 19th century was crated by what happened in the 120th century in
America?

The beast that rules you is because of Judaizing heresy that became the
source of a new culture, WASP, and then, with endless financial backing from
Jews going all the way back to Oliver Cromwell, began acting to destroy every
conservative traditional values European culture it could, one at a time.

What you think is the whole is merely one set of symptoms of the disease.

• Replies: @Vito Klein
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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39. Chuck Orloski says:
@Z-man
Hi, Z-man!

Below is my saying about ZUS politicians which I shall repeat again.

Eat from the AIPAC vine, and you are mine.

Subsequently, the Constitution is become tragic Shakespearean road kill.

• Agree: Z-man
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
40. May 16, 2023 at 11:32 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

PG: “American Politicians flock to Israel while dismembering the US
Constitution “

How much dough does the US government fork over to Israel every year ?

$30 odd million? Or is it $30 odd billion?

I forget, and I cant even be bothered to check the actual amount at this time, it’s
not important.

It wouldn’t matter even if it were only $1 a year. Why?

Because the US government has absolutely_NO_ constitutional authority to
dole out money to ANY foreign nation, including Israel, FOR ANY REASON
WHATSOEVER!

“We’ve got to start us a new revolution
 And get back to the old constitution
 We’ve got to stand up and fight for the whole Bill of Rights

 Its time to start over again”

Song: “New Revolution”:
 

“Regards” onebornfree
 https://onebornfreesfinancialsafetyreports.blogspot.com/

 https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/

• Replies: @Thrallman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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41. Joe Levantine says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:38 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Great article by PG except that for those who are Zion aware it is more than
seven decades overdue.

The tragedy of America goes beyond sycophants like DeSantis and McCarthy,
for the American brain has been totally colonized by the Zionist formidable
power of mind control based on double think. Spreading Jew awareness
among the American public is like spitting against the wind.

It would have been telling to post a photo of those two traitors meditating in
solemn concentration at the Wailing Wall. But heck, if popes of the Catholic
Church, which acted as a bulwark of resistance to Jewish influence for
centuries , do it regularly, can we chastise crooked American politicians for
doing it.

Maybe resistance is already futile, short of a divine intervention.

• Replies: @Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
42. Shamu says:

May 16, 2023 at 11:54 am GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@wlindsaywheeler
Correct. The great original issue is that the Reformation served Jewish
interests everywhere, and that all English-speaking Protestantism is particularly
Judaizing. So anywhere you have WASP empire, you have Anglo-Zionism.

That means you either agree to serve Anglo-Zioniost empire, or else you
embrace another culture, non-WASP and non=Protestant, upon which to reject
Anglo-Zionist Empire and from which to Strat to rebuild Christendom.

Those are the 2 choices. Whites choosing anything other than historic
Christianity and a knowledge that Christendom must be revived to secure it are
choosing going term suicide of their ethnic and folk cultures and at the end of
their actual genetics.

• Replies: @anarchyst
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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43. Elvis Hister says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:00 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Barbara Amiel, a columnist for the London Daily Telegraph, revealed that
during a reception at her house, the ambassador of “a major EU country” told
guests that the world’s current troubles were all the fault of “that shitty little
country Israel.” “Why,” he asked, “should the world be in danger of World War
Three because of those people?”

©±® Tom Gross, NR, 2006.

• Replies: @Rev. Spooner
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
44. Todd Welner says:

It starts by first understanding who the Edomite Jews really are (hint: they are
NOT Gods chosen people)

Explainer:

 
Video Player
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

45. Anonymous[177] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:28 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Diggs

Friends of mine are moving their own “capital” to Medellin.

Colombia is nice but recently elected a leftist. And its capital city of Bogotá just
elected a lesbian globalist. Bad signs for the future.

There is one Latin American country definitely moving in the right direction and
they’re recruiting productive, educated, and good immigrants:

pic.twitter.com/CnAsA2kjI9

— Nayib Bukele (@nayibbukele) March 27, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

46. DanFromCT says:
@anonymous
No, sorry, anonymous, Shamu has it right. The proof is as simple as looking at
the British aristocracy, who today bear a greater resemblance to Woody Allen
than to the Anglo-Saxons warriors and landowners of old.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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47. Trinity says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:55 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Satan’s Lair aka Muh Israel.

Many think the Anti Christ will be a Jew. Not a Bible thumper nor a particularly
religious man but given the way kikes manipulate JewSA, Jewkraine, Jewnited
Kingdom, etc., I could very well see Israel as the place a Jew Anti Christ sets
up shop and deceives the world. From what I gather I think a great deal of
these Biblical forecasters say in the end the Anti Christ will turn on the nation of
Israel. Shabbos goys? Well if they still continue down the road they are
heading…..

Cue: Highway To Hell by AC/DC

Revelation 2:9 3:9

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Trinity
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48. dogismyth says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:56 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Liosnagcat
The conundrum for the american people, the ones who can still gin up critical
thinking, is that they see Trump as the ultimate savior and his idealogy for
values/morals that most of us treasure. Of course, these conniving khazars are
excellent planners and manipulators and they will utilize Trump’s avid followers
who will take the knee for him. With Durham reporting that the FBI was wrong
and so was the DOJ, how else can you interpret this? Trump will be the next
Stalin and his powers of influence and persuasion will be put to good use….but
for evil purposes.

Trump will win in 2024. He will convince the nation of the sacrifice that must be
made to continue on to “rebuild Amerika” (vomiting now). What does that
mean? He’s the front man for the next major depression and the ultimate
planned change of power/rule by the khazar. Who else to convince the masses
that sacrifice is needed…cheaper wages, drastic changes to entitlement
programs, central currency, etc. You can’t see this??

Its all in the works you see. Or maybe you don’t. I wouldn’t be surprised if
Desantis is the VP choice. Will have to check in with Jarrod Kushner on that
one since he is the man behind the scene…just like Klain of the Biden
Administration. Trump never did anything good for “the people” when he was in
office. Everything was staged including the ramp up of the stock market. Do
you remember the khazars that he surrounded himself with?

The writing is on the wall. Just another grand psyops and most have yet to
figure it out. Its the perfect plan in a sense. At a minimum, it must be
considered and seriously discussed by all patriots of this country. The khazars
have a stranglehold on this country, and will NEVER relent until they are dealt
with in a similar fashion.

• Agree: Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
49. dogismyth says:

@Aleatorius
World Khazar capital = Kyiv

Who wants to be in the arab shithole of the Mideast?

And no they aren’t hebrews for gawd sakes.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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50. LJ says:
America’s Capitol has been Tel Aviv for decades.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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51. chuck lowe says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:06 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@anonymous
What is DeSantis going to do?

Who knows how many politicians, after elevation to high station, seeing the
“Real Politik” hate the miserable, neocon, war mongering, manipulating
killerjoos but, then, — what?

What politician, for that matter, celebrity (Hey Kanye, we hardly knew “Ye”.),
businessman, or, actually, ANY American who values his/her job, position, title
and future can say out loud that the the Semitic suzerainty we all, to a man,
woman and child, suffer under is insidious, pernicious and has drained us of
power, blood and treasure for 60 years?

This entire county is enduring, a Chinese, 1966, Cultural Revolution-“Struggle
Session”, writ large, north to south, east to west, sea to shining sea, humiliation
inflicted upon us by the victors of the Trojan Horse War we didn’t even know we
were fighting.

The joos were taking notes when Khrushchev pounded his shoe on the table
and told us he would “bury” us by way of infiltration of our schools and culture.

Mr. Giraldi’s article is brilliant, but I would take issue with his claim of only 20
years of jooish destruction by way of military conflict.

If in fact, Israel was involved in the JFK assassination, on 11-23-63, then the
necrosis goes back 65 years. There is so, so very much, that smells like a joo
duck, walks like a joo duck and quacks like a joo duck going back exactly that
long.

At this point, it is not a war against other countries for the joos, it is a war
against Americans by the joo Globalists and I am way fuckin less than
sanguine we can come out on top.

Bellum Se Ipsum Alet. “This war feeds itself”. The fuel, is lies, legerdemain,
corruption and malfeasance on a Satanic level.

They want us dead.

A Ron DiSantis volte face, re: joos, would mean nothing other than his personal
destruction and relegation to that famous dust heap.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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52. Anon[361] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:13 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Is the United States Moving Its Capital to Jerusalem?

Mr Giraldi like every CIA agent is obviously out of the information loop ? Joo
Roost Alem has been the capital of the US for a very, very long time.

Israel’s Embassy has really always been the White House where the politicians
come to get their orders and give head to the circumcised pipe in return for
some shekels and a pinch on the cheeks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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53. DanFromCT says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:20 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@traducteur
It doesn’t follow that “when the American empire goes down, the genocidal
Zionist enterprise also goes down.” A since-disappeared article in, I believe it
was, Foreign Affairs gloated that Israel and by implication the people behind
Biden have been secretly negotiating with China behind the US’ back for years
and for the express purpose of throwing the US under the bus when it’s been
exhausted destroying Russia and otherwise accomplishing Israel’s expansionist
plans in the ME and Ukraine. The article makes it clear that Israel intends on
replacing the US with China as its chief ally and then smugly ends with
Palmerston’s observation that nations have no permanent allies, only
permanent self interest.

Looking at what’s going on in the US, it seems obvious that the Zionists are
behind what amounts to 5th generation warfare aimed at destroying the US’
sovereignty, not to mention fomenting internecine to prevent recriminations
when the US is finally set afire. It’s undeniable that the US is being destroyed,
not by any foreign armies, but by undermining civil society and sucking us dry
from within. The Zionists or neocons obviously have no intention of going down
with the ship, which may explain the attempt to depopulate the Ukraine, at least
of those capable of defending the country, while at the same time so weakening
Russia that a soft coup will enable sucking it dry of its natural resources again.

If China has backed out of the supposed arrangement, then you’d think the
neocons would be sustaining the US a while longer, but only until China can be
militarily crushed to teach it a lesson and offer no resistance to the coming one-
world government based on some nebulous “rules-based order.” This “rules-
based order,” in practice, means the extinction of democracy and its
replacement by unelected, unaccountable transnational compliance regimes
brought into existence by treaty and implementing the WEF (ie, Blackrock, etc)
agenda serving mainly, it would seem, the international banking cabal.

What’s so ironic is that, due to total control of the mainstream and social media
and hence formation of public opinion, Biden’s handlers can claim with
widespread public support that democracy depends on the implementation of
that rules-based order when, in fact, the two systems are inimical and the
continued existence of one entails the annihilation of the other.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski, Ulf Thorsen, John Wear
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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54. Trinity says:
Muh.Jews

 Muh Israel
 Muh puuuuuuuuuuukkkkkkeeee.

Whatever happened to that cartoon bomb that Baby Nut&Yahoo was showing
to goys in Washington? Sheesh, looked like the work of a 4th grader.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

55. bonanza says:
Good friend and ally? Here’s a satanyahoo quote: “Once we squeeze all we
can out of the United States, it can dry up and blow away.” -Netanyahu, to
Jonathan Pollard upon exiting Pollard’s jail cell in 2002

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

56. Rich says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:33 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
Scholz in Germany is less of a whore? Macron? Zelensky? All politicians in the
West are whores to those with money, it’s how you get elected. Right now,
Jews are the ones paying the whores, if a Muslim group suddenly started
passing out large sums, that would quickly change. It’s all about the cash. But
the question when it comes to DeSantis and Trump and McCarthy is are they
better than the dems on domestic issues? Biden, Schumer, Durbin and the rest
are exactly the same on Israel as the repubs, but the dems are openly hostile
to the majority population of the country, passing anti-White laws and trying to
sic the feds on Whites to intimidate them. That’s why, no matter how bad the
repubs might be on foreign policy, we have to support them in order to stop the
country from going completely third world.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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57. Jim H says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:34 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
‘Our values are your values.’ — Congress Clown KMac

Not being clever enough to invent this twisted claim himself, KMac plagiarized it
from AIPAC, which endlessly repeats it, and mirrors it in the entwined US and
Israeli flags in its logo.

Calling Israel an apartheid state is no slur: its has over fifty statutory laws which
explicitly discriminate against its 20 percent non-Jewish minority in areas
ranging from immigration to housing to schooling to service in the armed
forces.

Israel’s minorities are de jure second-class citizens, just as African-Americans
were statutory second-class citizens in the South for nearly a century. Our
abandoned system was called Jim Crow; Israel’s ongoing system is known as
Abdul Crow.

Jim Crow and Abdul Crow — systems of rank, legal discrimination against
minority citizens — are the only values America and Israel have ever shared.
But no longer, as Jim Crow is dead and gone.

US Congress Clowns groveling before ethnic supremacist Israelis are a
revolting sight. Worse, though, is warping our own constitution by criminalizing
free speech which would dare to criticize Israel or the ‘Holocaust.’

That turns all of us into shuffling, ‘yes, massa’ inverted Jim Crow serfs in our
own damned country, now entirely hijacked by alien interlopers. Evict them, and
their lickspittle shabbos goy servants such as KMac and DeSantis.

I would accept waiving treason trials for KMac and DeSantis, if they were
stripped of US citizenship, deported to Israel, and forbidden, as enemy aliens,
from ever re-entering a United States which they squalidly sold out for thirty
dirty silver shekels.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

58. HT says:
Jesus called the Jews the children of the Devil which was the ultimate insult.
The more America caters to Jew power, both domestic and abroad, the faster it
declines. There are severe consequences for embracing evil.

• Agree: Arthur MacBride
• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen
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59. Ulf Thorsen says:
@Realist
“Never any solutions, just much more woe is me.”

Which, to my eyes, makes us look like a defeated people who have nothing left
but to talk, and talk, and…

• Thanks: Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
60. Trinity says:

What a friend we have in muh Israel

Sung to the tune of “What A Friend We Have In Jesus.”

New (((JewSA National anthem.)))

Still feel the same about Hitler now, (((America?)))

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
61. Francis Miville says:

May 16, 2023 at 1:50 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Of course the highest instance of American power should be moved to some
place in Israel. The White House should be rebuilt near Jerusalem.

The Capitol should remain where it is in Washington, but nobody should be
eligible for any federal political position in any one of the three branches without
Israeli citizenship.

The Constitution should not be abolished but rather better detailed and
explained. Namely it should go “We the Chosen People…”.

The “Shining City on the Hill” should always mean “Jerusalem”, since it is the
only capital city in the world actually sitting on a hill and shining visibly from
below along river Jordan.

The First and Second Amendments should fully apply only to Jews and to good
members of Israeli-approved religions as well as to the members of the Order
of Cincinnatus.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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62. Anonymous[381] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:53 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Trinity

Many think the Anti Christ will be a Jew.

Fr. Charles Arminjon in his classic book Fin du Monde Présent et Mystères de
la Vie Future (The End of the Present World and the Mysteries of the Future
Life) published 1881 held this position. This was one of St. Thérèse of Lisieux’s
favorite books and she said that reading it was one of the greatest graces of
her life. Nb: St. Thérèse is a Doctor of the Church.

• Thanks: Trinity
• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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63. anarchyst says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:56 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
In Florida it gets worse.

 Under Florida law, all schoolchildren are required to visit “holocaustianity™
temples” also known as “holocaust™ museums”.

 In this way, young people can be thoroughly “judaized” and inoculated against
the “mortal sin” and “crime” of “anti-semitism”.

 Florida Parents: Do whatever you can to get your children away from
these jewish Hollywood productions. (((They))) are brainwashing your
children.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski, Ulf Thorsen, John Wear, Irish Savant
• Replies: @geokat62
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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64. anarchyst says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:03 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Shamu
Protestantism established the concept of jewish supremacy over Christianity
and was a major mistake Protestant leaders made that we are paying for to this
day.

 Relying on the Biblical “Old Testament” for reference cemented the jews as
being our supremacist “elder brothers”, Christianity being subordinated to
judaism. The “god” of judaism is a vengeful “god” frequently being required to
exact punishment to keep “his people” (jews) in line.

 Contrast that with the welcoming God of Christianity that understands that
humans are imperfect, sinners, but have the ability and desire to achieve
redemption and salvation.

 Christianity went off the rails when it did not divorce the Old Testament from the
“new covenant” in the New Testament.

 Even Martin Luther spoke out on the jews as being Christianity’s mortal enemy
who would do anything to suborn Christianity.

 Banned by the Catholic Church, Protestants cheerfully accepted usury as it
was a vehicle for commerce which enabled the success of the jews as well.

 In the days of the “robber barons”, the united States of America was largely
successful due to the Protestant (lack of) ethics, most builders of industry
raking in millions in profits while ignoring the basic needs of those who made
their success possible by their hard work. It was common to see these
Protestant “captains of industry” do their damnedest to pay their employees as
little as possible while raking in massive profits benefiting only themselves.

 Protestants still consider anyone who cannot be successful in business as
suffering from a moral failing of their own doing, not due to outside
circumstances–a purely jewish concept.

 The Protestant Reformation resulted in the legalization of usury, the
establishment of the debt based financial system and central banks which has
enabled the usurers to accumulate so much wealth and power that they can
impose their NWO.

 The Reformation resulted in cartel capitalism, communism, socialism, fascism,
two world wars which resulted in the decimation of the European peoples by
the jews and WASPS acting as muscle for the bankers, and various genocides
and the dystopian difficulties that are a part of modern civilization.

 The “Vatican II Ecumenical Council” was a power grab by jews and Protestants
which was largely successful in crippling the Catholic Church. Fortunately, there
are Catholic sects that subscribe to pre-Vatican II principles, despite attempts
by the “Novus Ordo” Church to wipe them out.
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Protestants are good people who have brought much good to civilization.
However, Protestant acceptance of and deference to jewish control has done
much to damage our civilization.

• Thanks: Irish Savant
• Replies: @Rogue
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
65. JoaoAlfaiate says:

May 16, 2023 at 2:03 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Alleging myths about a world Jewish conspiracy or that Jews control the
media, economy, government, or other institutions.

“Accusing the Jewish people of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.

“Accusing Jewish citizens of countries other than Israel of being more loyal to
Israel than their own nations.

It is one thing to make criticism of israel illegal-which violates the First
Amendment-but apparently in Florida you are no longer able to state simple
truths about israel and its American friends.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

66. Chuck Orloski says:
@DanFromCT
Thanks, DanFromCT!

Is perfectly natural how the parasite (Israel)! has a plan to successfully depart
the host (ZUS).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

67. Francis Miville says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:04 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
They deserve Nakba because the so-called American Empire thanks to which
the US people once got rich undeservedly, was nothing but the Jewish-
managed colonial empires formerly attached to various European powers it
managed to dismember during both World Wars. The Monroe doctrine resulted
in South American countries becoming de facto US colonies only thanks to
local Jewish trading elites.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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68. Hapalong Cassidy says:
@Diggs
I’m thinking Chile might be a better option. Its location in the southern
hemisphere makes it a bit safer from nuclear war-induced climate change than
most other places, and it’s geography makes it very defensible in the event of
worldwide societal collapse.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

69. Zachary Smith says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:13 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous

DeSantis is a whore and a scoundrel.

Amen to that. It takes some real talent to be “worse than Trump”.

On a side note, I just saw another story about this political prostitute:

“The Marine Corps veteran who put a homeless man in a deadly
chokehold was a “Good Samaritan”, Florida’s Republican governor Ron
DeSantis has said.”

A TV personality named Mehdi Hasan had an apt reply to this BS.

“I’m a Muslim, but I’ve read my Bible. I’ve read the Gospel of Luke, the parable of the good
Samaritan who helps the injured traveler after the priest and another man failed to do so,” he told
fellow MSNBC host Ayman Mohyeldin on Sunday night. “I don’t remember the good Samaritan
choking the traveler to death.”

https://news.yahoo.com/msnbcs-mehdi-hasan-hits-ron-061852083.html

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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70. Sami says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:33 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
[The power of international Jewry has been most observable in the largely
successful attempts to silence criticism of Israel by making such activity
describable as motivated by anti-Semitism.]

This power is projected among ‘leaders’ of the corrupt evil empire and ‘leaders’
of the western colonies especially Germany, France, UK and Italy. The citizens
of these Western countries, like in Iran, Arab countries, African countries, are
protesting against the apartheid entity, but their voices are not reflected in the
Zionist controlled media. In Germany the citizens cannot display books or
printed material supporting BDS, otherwise they will be ARRESTED and
imprisoned. The leaders of these petty western colonies like Germany, on the
other hand, spread propaganda against Iran and the women politicians cut the
hair of their pussies in public to attract gullible people to spread lies that Iranian
people have no ‘democracy’. Iranian people have FAR MORE freedom of
speech than the citizens of Germany. These colonies have a MISSION to
support and fund terrorist kurdish groups against Iran for ‘regime changes’ on
behalf of zionist project, on a daily bases promoting violence in Iran against
security forces and Iranian citizen through their twitter accounts and
government TV and media which is AGAINST the International LAWS. The
West is pushing for the zionist expansionist policy in the region, in order to
construct an ally for the apartheid entity like FAKE ‘kurdistan’. They have
waged many wars where have destroy three other countries, Iraq, Libya and
Syria, for the same project. They have injects many color revolution in Iran
where have been defeated. They will not going to stop until YOU and I put them
in their graves.

 The governments of UK, Germany, France, Norway, Sweden, Netherlands are
ACTIVELY participating in this criminal project by funding the constructed
Kurdish terrorist groups, other funded secessionist terrorist groups like Baluchi,
Al ahwazi, al sunni, Berber, MEK, to project ‘power’ by providing them
platforms, such as conferences, seminars, protests in the Western capitals
around the world, to brainwash their own citizens. They fund and support these
constructed terrorist groups to PROTEST and wave their FAKE flags in the
street of Germany, France, UK but DO NOT allow people to protest against
NEKBA and do not allow the resistance groups to wave their flags .

 It is interesting that these fake groups are supported by the zionist ‘new left’
where have become the propaganda ARMY of the evil empire and its DOG
Israel, supporting their wars against Muslims and Putin to receive money for
their services from the Western intelligence agencies to support their websites
to keep the gullible people as hostages.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Sami
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

71. geokat62 says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:37 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@anarchyst

In Florida it gets worse.

Yup, don’t forget how they got DeShabbos to introduce a “moment of silence” in
all Florida public schools K-12.

Moment of silence is their Trojan Horse for imposing the 7 Noahide Laws on
the dumb goyim.

Excerpt from Chabad Shluchim Are Pushing for “Moment of Silence”:

“The Rebbe [Menachem Mendel Schneerson] said, ‘We need to go back to the basics and
introduce a moment of silence in all public schools’,” Goldstein said to applause, referring to
Schneerson, “‘so that children, from early childhood on, could recognize that there’s more good to
the world, that they are valuable, that there is accountability, and every human being is created in
God’s image.’

“If something good could come out of this terrible, terrible, horrific event, let us bring back a
moment of silence to our public school system,” Goldstein said. President Donald Trump called
the sentiment “beautiful.”

https://collive.com/chabad-shluchim-pushing-moment-silence/#

Problem. Reaction. Solution.

First they destroy your society by making it degenerate and by flooding it with
people from all over the world. Then they say we can help you fix this, goy…
just put your trust in HaShem and become a Noahide slave. Trust us, you’ll love
it, goy! We would never lie to you.

We meant it when we said Diversity Is A Strength. We just forgot to tell you it
was OUR strength, lol.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
72. gidoutahere says:

@Colin Wright
Genuflecting before the joos is a red line. Over and over they have been a
detrimental presence in any nation they have surfaced in. When the $ is no
good the joos will lose interest in the US; one bright spot in this looming event.

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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Subscribe to New Columns
73. Ulf Thorsen says:

May 16, 2023 at 2:39 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@DanFromCT
Thanks again for the excellent comment. While I generally hate the copy-and-
paste method of sharing info, I thought these several links certainly support
what you say in your commentary and think more people ought to know about
these things(seems like few do) –

https://www.timesofisrael.com/for-the-first-time-chinese-warships-dock-in-haifa-
to-honor-20-years-of-sino-israeli-relations/

https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/US-Navy-may-stop-docking-in-Haifa-after-
Chinese-take-over-port-574414

https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/06/16/us-israel-china-deals/

https://www.military.com/defensetech/2013/12/24/report-israel-passes-u-s-
military-technology-to-china

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

74. Francis Miville says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:43 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Trinity
He will be a Jew by origin but ALL aspiring Jewish Messiahs, like Zabbatai Zvi,
have the irksome habit to convert to Islam at the moment the Jews count most
of them for their final conquest stage. For instance Zabbatai Zvi was supposed
to enact the final phase of the Judaization of the Ottoman Empire, but he had to
convert to Islam officially not to be beheaded, in reality, since he had all money
on his side to bend the Ottoman rulers to his will, because he couldn’t resist the
promise of being a messiah in the eyes of far more people than mere Judaism
would have provided him. Any prospective young Jewish global leader will
strive to present himself as an even greater Muslim than Jew, and they also all
have the irksome habit not to propound classical Islam or Judaism but oriental
magical mysteries as featured by the New Age movement.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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75. Trinity says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:52 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Or is the “Anti Christ” a (((tribe))) and not an individual. MOST Jews are
certainly “anti Christ” but lets blame that one on the atheists. Haha. I go back
and forth and there was a time that I would identify myself as an atheist. Was I
offended by Christians, Christmas, Easter, etc? Hardly. The anti Christian hate
in the West is dominated by the (((anti Christ tribe.))) No one who befriends
Israel in its current state can even remotely identify as a Christian.

76. anastasia says:
It’s just another ploy to lead one to despair. It’s the last stage of subversion of a
nation.

 “Hate” crime? It’s Orwellian.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

77. Ulf Thorsen says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:59 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@HT
” The more America caters to Jew power, both domestic and abroad, the
faster it declines.”

I point this out every time one of these dirtbag Christian-Zionists I have the
misfortune of dealing with spouts off pointing to Genesis 12:3. I ask then to take
a good look at how the US has fared since we openly allied with that rat
infested gangsters paradise otherwise known as Israel. Those people have a
whole lot to answer for and if I have anything to say about it, they ARE going to
answer for it, in this life not their loony Dr. Seuss version of the next where
everyone who worshiped the Jew god stands around holding hands singing like
the Whos in Whoville. I have literally come to despise Zio Christians. They’ll be
next on the list of people you can’t criticize without being charged with a ‘hate’
crime. Guilty, I do hate them.

• Replies: @JoaoAlfaiate
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
78. Smashed Squash says:

They won’t find safety there. Only extinction.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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79. Chuck Orloski says:
@gidoutahere
Great tag, “DeShabbos,” and I hope it sticks, George!

• Agree: Trinity
• Thanks: geokat62, Jim H
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
80. May 16, 2023 at 3:08 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Politics is the outage from the alimentary canal of a nation’s societal culture.
Culture is formed by education, media and religious teaching……all upstream
from politics. – http://www.crushlimbraw.com

 In order to control political power, you have to gain control of the culture
FORMERS……..and that is now mission accomplished by Old Scratch!

 Arguing about politics is akin to shoveling manure. Here is where REALITY
resides – https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2023/05/an-open-challenge-to-all-
christian.html?m=0 – unfortunately, the Servants of Christ have largely joined
DaServants of Satan!

 However, just as Biblical history shows – there is ALWAYS a REMNANT which
picks up the pieces after DaSatanic Empire collapses – which is NOW in
process as we speak.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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81. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 1,000 Words   ↑
@Trinity

Still feel the same about Hitler now, (((America?)))

the ego

The main reason the Jews are able to use and manipulate the Ukrainians, (and
Poles and Baltics and so many others..) so infamously today, is due to the
hatred these people feel towards Russia- for refusing to admit that Ukraine
under Soviet domination, (including the Holodomor and other atrocities), was
not a ‘liberation’, as the Russians to this day insist.

The Russians, (you see..) can not admit that the Red Army rapists enslaved
Eastern Europe to ((Soviet)) domination, because that would be too hurtful for
their tender and puffed-up egos.

They want to feel like their grandfathers were all great heroes, and liberators!

It soothes their egos and bolsters their vanity to tell themselves that, and they
would go to war to protect this mundane lie, because to accept the truth, would
deflate their puffed-up vanity. Better to kill people or die than allow that to
happen!

The same thing goes for the citizens of England and America. Even as middle-
aged Muslim invaders rape their children wholesale, (with the blessings of the
British PTB), and if they complain, are arrested for hate crimes- the British
people, (old enough to remember the war, or having heard about it in school
and a thousand movies and shows, etc..), would let a hundred Muslim and
African and everybody else, rape their children into a coma, rather than admit
that England, (and America and France, etc..) fought on the wrong side of that
war.

Because their egos and their vanity are bolstered by the generations-long pats
on the head they’ve received from ((Hollywood)) and their ‘own’ ((media)) and
((schooling)).

So in the company of a German, they can feel tingles of ‘moral superiority’,
even if they didn’t fight, or were even alive at the time.

‘You were and are the ‘good guys’, Brits, (or Russians or Americans or the
French, et al..), the ((media)) assures them. The Nazis were evil, because they
gassed the Jews, and were racists!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rurik
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Hitler was the most evil person who ever lived, and so were the Nazis, and
even all the Germans at the time, which is why the were collectively punished
(murdered) and their women and girls raped wholesale.

And now all you have to do, (Brits and Americans and Russians, etc…), is
continue to pretend that the Germans were the most evil people ever, and your
ancestors were the ‘Greatest Generation’, because they burned the Germans
and saved the Jews. And then you can feel puffed up about how wonderful you
and your granddaddy all are, because you saved the world!

Blah, blah..

The only place on the planet where the Jews have allowed that narrative to be
turned on its head, is in Ukraine, where they’re telling the Ukrainians that their
granddaddies, (who fought with the Germans) were good too!, and that the
Russians and the Red Army rapists were not all that wonderful after all.

This is unacceptable! to the Russians, for whom the idiotic absurdity that their
granddaddies were great heroes and liberators! – is so precious to them, that
they’d rather kill and/or die, than forsake that idiotic narrative that soothes their
vanity bolsters their egos.

In exactly the same way the Brits and Americans and French and Belgians and
so many others, get all puffed up about how great they all were, because they
defeated the greatest evil that ever lived!

Even as their nations are overrun, their children are groomed as sex toys for
perverts, their traditions are shat upon, their ancestors, (with the exception of
that one segment who killed and died for the Jews), are all evil enslavers and
racists, just like the Brits and white Americans and French today!

I think most Brits and Russians and Americans and French, et al, would hand
over their children for gender reassignment or to be gang raped by orcs, or
anything, ANYTHING!, than to ever expect them to question the ego-preening
fairy tales they’ve learned to cling to their entire lives, so that they can look at
those tall, Teutonic Germans, and huff at how much more superior they are.

Just consider.. even as global Jewish supremacy is OBVIOUSLY doing to
Russia today, exactly what it did to Germany in the last century, (using it’s
global power to rally its vassals to wage war on recalcitrant nations), how many
Russian nationals would admit that perhaps, (even at the point of death), that
Germany had a point, in trying to defeat this global fiend? (that had Russia by
the throat at the time).
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None. I don’t think I’ve ever encountered even one Russian national, who
would admit that Germany had a very good reason, (existential even) for trying
to destroy global Bolshevism. Even as its equivalent today, is doing all it can to
destroy Russia.

They, (Russian nationals) would rather see Russia destroyed, than to ever
doubt their ‘oh-so-precious’ narrative of Russia/the Soviets/Red Army rapists..
as the great ‘liberators!’

Which is an obvious lie and hysterical absurdity. Yet they’d kill or die to protect
it.

Same with the Brits, who’d allow all manner of horrors and outrages and
invasions, with the British people being demonized 27/7 in the ((media)), than
to ever admit they were wrong vis-a-vis WWII.

The irony today, is that both the Brits and the Russians are both being
menaced, (and in the case of the Brits [and Americans and others], destroyed),
nevertheless, they will all cling to their idiotic and absurd narratives that hold
them as ‘the good guys’, than to ever notice who is destroying them today, right
now.

The truth of that would simply be too hurtful to their egos, and better to see
their nation and children ground up, and destroyed, than to ever question the
precious fairy tales they cling to.

The power and folly of the human ego.

• Thanks: Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
82. Thor says:

@Colin Wright
Just don’t participate in the elections don’t make yourself guilty. The sooner the
west goss down the drain the better will it be for humanity.

• Replies: @Colin Wright
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
83. anonymouseperson says:

American politicians are all a bunch of slaves owned by Jews.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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84. p38ace says:
This is a good idea. Jerusalem has less street crime and is safer.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

85. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:37 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Trinity

No one who befriends Israel in its current state can even remotely identify as a Christian.

yet tens of millions do

and there again ~ the ego.

If they were to question that narrative (lies) they’ve been told their entire lives,
of ‘God blessing Israel, and cursing those who curse Israel’, blah, blah..

And all the other lies and absurdities they’ve been hectored with since
childhood, ‘Jews are chosen’, ‘Jesus was a Jew’, ‘Palestinians are terrorists’,
‘America has always stood for freedom!’, You are better than those non-
Christians because you are good, and believe with blind, total faith- with all
your heart- everything the preacher tells you, never doubting any of it for even
a second, as that would make you a bad person, blah, blah..

once the work has been done, these people would rather die, (or at least kill),
than to forsake their precious narratives, that bolster their egos and vanity and
the feelings they have that they’re better than other people, who don’t have
their same iron faith in the dogmas they’ve been indoctrinated with.

 

 
Such a deal!

• Agree: Vito Klein
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86. JoaoAlfaiate says:
@Ulf Thorsen
Suggest you quote some of the Ten Commandments, esp the ones about
stealing and lying and perhaps about coveting.

And there is the Golden Rule, also worth mentioning to pro israel Bible
thumpers.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

87. emerging majority says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:49 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@HammerJack
Yes, most of the financial capital in the U$$A is highly constipated in NYC,
where the Rottenfeller Crime Clan own a 54% full majority in control over the
New York “Federal” Reserve Bank. That institution is the primary “provider” and
trend-setter for Wall $treet. The Pretentious $treetwalker (good line BTW) is
both envious towards their John, but also most $ubmi$$ive to their orders.
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88. Darabi says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:55 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
{{Is the United States Moving Its Capital to Jerusalem?}}

The US does not need to move its capital to give services to apartheid Israel.
The zionist occupiers of the white house, Senate, Congress, US treasury are
using Washington DC to project power on behalf of an apartheid Israel and its
tribe interest against the interest of American people.

 The latest move in this regard is a project design to CREATE a ‘department’
that runs by another zionist fifth column to push for Trump’s project, in fact
Netanyahu’s project, FAKE ‘Abraham accords’ to BLACK MAIL other Muslim
countries into this accord to create economic and political opportunities for an
apartheid Israel to survive. Why does Biden want to create a NEW department
and hire more zionists to push for FAKE ‘Abraham accords’ to serve the
interest of the Tribe? Does he think this is necessary for his own survival in the
coming ‘selection’? The media reported:

 {{Secretary of State Tony Blinken is considering naming Dan Shapiro, the
former U.S. ambassador to Israel, as the State Department’s point person for
the Abraham Accords. Three U.S. Democrats and Republicans in Congress are
also pressuring the White House to do more to strengthen the accords, the
officials added.}}

 https://www.axios.com/2023/05/15/abraham-accords-adviser-state-dan-
shapiro-blinken

Why should Biden regime use US power, whatever is left, to blackmail other
countries into normalizing relations with Israel, when the population of these
countries are AGAINST and are protesting not only Israelis’ crimes against
Palestinians but also Zionist policy against other nations including Israel’s
regular bombing, sabotages, ASSASSINATION of scientists and freedom
fighters with impunity, while promoting and training its own terrorist groups in
the region for their expansionist project, the Oded Yinon, where General
Gassam Soleimani remove it and put it in a box, that’s why he was
assassinated for his bravery by a zionist servant, Trump. The FAKE ‘Abraham
accord’ has created MORE enemies for the US in the resent years than any
other accord. The citizens of Morocco and Sudan are still protesting against
this accord where has pushed Sudan into a war.

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Darabi
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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89. Vito Klein says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:56 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

One of the bill’s co-sponsor’s State Representative Randy Fine, who was present at the signing
in Jerusalem, explained how “There is no First Amendment right to conduct. If you graffiti a
building, it is a crime now, but if your motivation is hate, it will be a third-degree felony and you
will spend five years in prison.

Haha, in Florida they are putting this graffiti: “When the Bolsheviks seized
power in Russia in 1917, they razed thousands of churches but left the
synagogues untouched. Then they murdered 66 million Russian Christians.”

Pure. Historical. Fact.

What do you bet that’s the hate fact graffiti that triggered the neo-Bolsheviks in
the Florida senate?

If Floridians had any balls, they’d immediately en masse buy cans of spray
paint and cover every TV and radio station in Florida with the same hate fact.

Here is more on the DeSantis trip:

https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/the-ugly-ambition-of-ron-desantis

Subscribe to this.

https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/the-king-and-the-duke-play-kansas

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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90. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:58 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rich

no matter how bad the repubs might be on foreign policy, we have to support them in order to
stop the country from going completely third world.

the Republicunts had all three branches of government during the first two
years of Trump’s term,

and the treasonous scumbags sat on their hands

they’re worse than the Dems, because at least the Dems say ‘we hate your
white guts and we will destroy you and yours’, whereas the repubs lie to us,
and say ‘we don’t hate your guts whitey, we won’t even try to destroy you’, as
they set about destroying white America.

I’d just rather have them try to plunge the knife in my chest, where I can see it
coming, than in my back

• Agree: Jim H, lavoisier
• Replies: @Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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91. Poupon Marx says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:01 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 900 Words   ↑
@DanFromCT

It doesn’t follow that “when the American empire goes down, the genocidal Zionist enterprise also
goes down.” A since-disappeared article in, I believe it was, Foreign Affairs gloated that Israel
and by implication the people behind Biden have been secretly negotiating with China behind the
US’ back for years and for the express purpose of throwing the US under the bus when it’s been
exhausted destroying Russia and otherwise accomplishing Israel’s expansionist plans in the ME
and Ukraine. The article makes it clear that Israel intends on replacing the US with China as its
chief ally and then smugly ends with Palmerston’s observation that nations have no permanent
allies, only permanent self interest.

I give this low credibility. The wealth of Jews is based on transnational control
and manipulation. Playing countries, blocs, people, communities, etc., against
each other. Once that control of international commerce and economics is
diffusely active amoung individual countries and the predominance of China-
Russia (effectively one entity), the Jews will have no more utility or usefulness.
In fact, there are historical scores to settle, claims against them to be made.
Both Russia and China have leaders that are wise and smart enough to know
that Jews cannot be trusted, their words mean nothing, and promises are as
nebulous flatulence.

Jews were made rich and powerful by the Goyim, the only people the Parasite
has a large and predictable, scalable effect:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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Behavior-altering parasite

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Behavior-altering parasites are parasites with two or more hosts, capable of causing changes in
the behavior of one of their hosts to enhance their transmission, sometimes directly affecting the
hosts’ decision-making and behavior control mechanisms. They do this by making the
intermediate host, where they may reproduce asexually, more likely to be eaten by a predator at
a higher trophic level[1][2] which becomes the definitive host where the parasite reproduces
sexually; the mechanism is therefore sometimes called parasite increased trophic facilitation[3] or
parasite increased trophic transmission.[4] Examples can be found in bacteria, protozoa, viruses,
and animals. Parasites may also alter the host behaviour to increase protection of the parasites
or their offspring; the term bodyguard manipulation is used for such mechanisms.[5]

Among the behavioral changes caused by parasites is carelessness, making their hosts easier
prey.[6][4] The protozoan Toxoplasma gondii, for example, infects small rodents and causes them
to become careless and may even cause them to become attracted to the smell of feline urine,
both of which increase their risk of predation and the parasite’s chance of infecting a cat, its
definitive host.

Parasites may alter the host’s behavior by infecting the host’s central nervous system, or by
altering its neurochemical communication (studied in neuroparasitology).[7]

 Examples

Parasite manipulations can be either direct or indirect. Indirect manipulation is the most frequent
method used by behavior-altering parasites,[8] while the direct approach is far less common.
Direct manipulation is when the parasite itself affects the host and induces a behavioral
response, for example by creating neuroactive compounds that stimulate a response in the host’s
central nervous system (CNS), a method mostly practiced by parasites that reside within the
CNS.[9] Affecting the host’s neural system is complicated and manipulation includes initiating
immune cascades in the host.[10] However, determination of the causative factor is difficult,
especially whether the behavioral change is the result of direct manipulation from the parasite, or
an indirect response of the host’s immune system.[9] A direct approach to behavioral
manipulation is often very costly for the parasite,[9] which results in a trade-off between the
benefits of the manipulation (e.g., fitness increase) and the energy it costs. The more common
approach for parasites is to indirectly induce behavioral responses by interacting with the host’s
immune system[8] to create the necessary neuroactive compounds to induce a desired
behavioral response.[9] Parasites can also indirectly affect the behavior of their hosts by
disturbing their metabolism, development, or immunity.[9] Parasitic castrators drastically modify
their hosts’ metabolism and reproduction, sometimes by secreting castrating hormones, changing
their behavior and physiology to benefit the parasite.[11]

Sound familiar? This is an analog to Christianity.

The European Caucasian is physically stronger than the Asian, on average, but
psychologically weaker. Nietzsche’s “Will To Power” applies more to the Asian,
with his increased average level of sustained concentration, less susceptibility
to distraction and peripheral noise, and the ability to withstand pain and
adversity at a higher threshold.
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“Those who advocate Multiculturalism seem to have lost an important instinct towards group —
and thus genetic — preservation. Once a society, as a whole, espouses Multiculturalism as a
dominant ideology then the society is acting against its own genetic interests and will ultimately
destroy itself.”

 Ed Dutton

This, needless to say, is not found in Asian cultures, or even in indigenous
ones. What does that make the “Whites”? Stupid.

Doubtless Buddhism is an operant factor, but the broad psychological
disposition of a peoples determines the type of religion, spiritual and rules
(written and unwritten) that are created. The Buddhist sees right into and
though Semitic shuck and jive. It is like a magnet that picks up iron filings on a
conveyor belt. It’s innate and integral. A superficial belief system as in
commonly found in the West, is of course accessible to Jewish manipulation.
Think about it. Ponder centuries of inhibition and prohibition produced by
clergymen on deserving treatment of “God’s Chosen People”, etc.

Then look at yourself, your family, friends, and extended associations, and you
will see the parasitic signs on and in them, like ticks and fleas.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/l76Fhl7K-mc

• Replies: @DanFromCT
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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92. Chuck Orloski says:
@Rurik
Rurik, you ought describe your own “ego” and dogmatic prejudices to Trinity.

The opening passage in Matthew’s Gospel traced the lineage of Jesus Christ
back to Abraham, a time when the label Jew didn’t exist.

So please tell me if Mary and Joseph were either “egotistical” Jews, or
Amharic?

• Replies: @anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
93. Trinity says:

May 16, 2023 at 4:04 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
These (((Christian Zionist))) have done as much damage to White nations as
Backs, Browns and other invaders.

How has blessing Israel/Jews blessed Whites?

Tens of millions of Whites dead in WWII.
 911

 Mass Immigration to destroy White Nations by FORCED ASSIMILATION
 USS Liberty

 Middle Eastern Wars
 Jews instigating Black on White violence through 24/7 anti White hate speech

“Blessed?” More like CURSED. I question the sanity f these (((Christian
Zionist.))))

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
94. Poupon Marx says:

@Rurik
Founder of “Liberty University”, advisor to American Presidents. Well meaning
corpulent poltroon and churl.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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95. Notsofast says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:08 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Joe Levantine
imo this could be the most important article giraldi has written. this is the end
game, they no longer try to hide it or defend it, they are simply going to
criminalize dissent. israeli is going to be capt. america’s shield. calling out
zionism will be considered criminal and the palestians will be forgotten, at least
this is their intent. add to this the restrict act, to clamp down on internet free
speech and the narco act to link drug charges to terrorism charges, giving them
the “right” to ignore your constitutional rights, as well as the “right” to ignore
mexican sovereignty. note how the hispanic shooter in texas is called a white
supremacists, even though he has an hispanic prison gang tattoo. instantly
mexican drug cartels are white supremacist terrorists, and white nationalists
are drug related terrorists.

now protecting israel is enshrined in our state and national legislation and
objecting to the obvious criminal nature of these laws is hate speech and
subject to fine and imprisonment. it’s not just the u.s. for all the vassal states of
the golem hegemon are also passing similar legislation, such as in ireland.

the hubris has reached absurd levels and the only question left is are they just
insane, desperate, or merely enjoying rubbing our noses in it? the answer to
that question is moot, as the whole world can now see them for what they are.
just as sure as the sun will shine, the truth will win out and their empire of lies
will crumble and fall in the end.

• Thanks: Joe Levantine
• Replies: @Joe Levantine
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
96. Rev. Spooner says:

@mark green
Like throughout their history, the jews of America are getting overconfident,
more blatant in – your – face kind of way, even as the country crumbles.

 When things get very bad and scores need to be settled, I hope Americans
have the wisdom to target their true enemies.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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97. Poupon Marx says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:13 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Ryan used to be a fiscal conservative, due to his acumen with accounting
issues. But his lack of support from the “Right Side”, the absence of it must
have convinced him that the Left has the balls and power to overstep,
intimidate, and ignore the laws, and even common decency. I would note here
that a cowboy type would have walked up to this Jewish slime, in public and
smashed his face, dislocating his nose and breaking off a couple of teeth. For
honor.

Jason Biggs’ vulgar tweets
 Here are the salvos that the “American Pie” star refused to apologize for

 By Alex Halperin
 Published November 13, 2012 5:01PM (EST)

 Facebook

The “American Pie” star refused to apologize for the following tweets which he sent forth during
the Republican Convention. WARNING, they are graphic and vulgar and may not be appropriate
for some readers.

Jason Biggs@JasonBiggs

I’d totes dip a pinky or two in Paul Ryan’s wife’s bleached asshole (she obvs bleaches her
asshole). #RNC

29 Aug 12

Jason Biggs@JasonBiggs

I bet there’s footage somewhere of Paul Ryan jerking off to a close-up photo of his widow’s peak.
#RNC

29 Aug 12

Jason Biggs@JasonBiggs

“@godissanta420: @jasonbiggs How dare you ignore Ann Romney’s asshole. Ur un-American.”
Sorry ur right. I bet hers is un-bleached and hairy.

30 Aug 12

Jason Biggs@JasonBiggs

Clint Eastwood talking to a non-responsive stool sorta sums up Christianity in a nutshell, huh
Republicans?#RNC

30 Aug 12

Biggs also retweeted this, according to The Blaze:

Jason Biggs@JasonBiggs
 Advertisement:

“@jennyandteets: People are cheering off screen because Janna Ryan is showing her tits!
#RNC”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

98. Chuck Orloski says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:24 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Rurik, you ought describe your own “ego” and dogmatic prejudices to Trinity. *

The opening passage in Matthew’s Gospel traced the lineage of Jesus Christ
back to Abraham, a time when the label Jew didn’t exist.

So please tell me if Mary and Joseph were either “egotistical” Jews, or
Amharic?

* H.L. Mencken Book of Prejudices.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
99. Zarathustra says:

@Gerhard57NL
Oh God

 We never knew that. This is revelation of the century.

(Adriana is right go to provable details and stop crying.)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

100. OrangeSmoke says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:33 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RobinG
Michael Tracey had some good points on RFK jr.

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1652134220339314688.html

RFK jr. would be a great cabinet appointment to clean up all the health
agencies (like Trump initially planned but chose Big Pharma’s money instead)
but he is still a hardcore supporter of the Democrat party. He may be pointing a
finger at the CIA for JFK’s murder but don’t expect him to point out that Ben
Gurion and the Kosher Nostra were most likely behind the whole plot that
eventually included his father.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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101. Curmudgeon says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:39 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Shamu
The problem with using open-ended terms like “Wealthy Anglo-Saxon
Protestant culture”, “Anglo-Saxon Puritanism” et cetera, is that it assumes the
actions of a some, perhaps even a majority, represent all who would fall into
that category. It is no different for other groups, irrespective of race, or religion.
Here is what some of the Wealthy Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture thought
during the Constitutional Convention.

 
 
Video Link

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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102. Flem says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:39 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
“Nothing about the world we live in will ever make sense to you unless you
understand you live under an occupation, and are thus subject to the rules of
the occupiers. If you do not start from there, you will search for multiple
explanations and rationalizations that will lead you to ineffective ends. You are
not an active participant in politics and public debate, you are its problem.
Public debate is debating why you’re the problem, politics is about dealing with
that problem. The opposition in debate simply offers an alternative path to your
destruction; the end goal is never resisted. We cannot seek to influence the
debate or enter politics; we can only hope to smash it.

Your humiliation is the enemy’s goal. To take a hit and fight on is honorable, but
to take a beating every day is just sad. Humiliation robs you of your humanity,
your will, and your reason to fight on. Humiliation takes everything from you
and debases it in front of everyone, it robs you of being worthy of empathy. It
has been used by every occupier in history, it is our natural primal
understanding of defeat. The Ottoman practice of köçek was an ultimate
example, similar to the concept of “Drag Kids” in modern America. Köçeks were
a combination of dancers, clowns and prostitutes, they were young non-Muslim
boys taken from their parents and trained to be willful sexual objects and
entertainers for the Turks

The goal was to have the occupied think, “If we allow that to be done to our
boys what else can they do?” The answer? Anything. It is full spectrum
domination of the mind of the conquered.

Your enemy doesn’t want gay pride parades in your street, drag queens in your
adverts, your son transgender, your parents dead from opioids, your daughter
race mixing, and your meat replaced with bugs all while your media laughs at
you for anyone’s benefit. They want it because they know you don’t want it but
can not stop them, they want to humiliate you. There isn’t any other reason.”

• Replies: @geokat62
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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103. Curmudgeon says:
@Alden

Anti White pro black and Hispanic marched with Cesar Chavez …

Say what you want about Chavez, but at least he considered himself an
American first, and had his members patrolling the border to capture or report
illegal immigrants crossing the border.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

104. OrangeSmoke says:
@Aleatorius
Jerusalem may be the face of the Hebrew world capital but The City of London
is the real Sanhedrin behind the curtain.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

105. François says:
Doubt others will follow suit…:

US congresswoman introduces bill to restrict aid to Israel –
https://www.aljazeera.com/amp/news/2023/5/5/us-congresswoman-introduces-
bill-to-restrict-aid-to-israel

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

106. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:02 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski
how about this Chuck,

after the disgusting way you demeaned yourself (and your so-called Christian
beliefs) with vile personal attacks against me..

do yourself a favor, and the next time you consider posting a reply to me; don’t.

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
107. geokat62 says:

@Flem
– John “Borzoi” Chapman, “The Feasts of Shame”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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108. Wokechoke says:
“I know who you are; have you come to destroy us?” Said the Rabbi

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

109. No need to move it, the have all the control they want as it is.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

110. DanFromCT says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:15 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
Thanks. Here’s a take on the frightening similarity between parasitism in nature
and Jewish control over man’s contact with his external world:

Most people get their worldview from the TV, which in the past was symbolized by the “bunny
ears” antenna on top of the set that might as well have been like insect antenna connected . . . to
the viewer’s head. In nature there’s a parasitic wasp that can be likened to the alien controllers of
America’s TV news. It’s called Ampulex compressa.

. . . this wasp, which is tiny in comparison to its much larger prey, takes control of the insect
prey’s antenna, which antenna are the insect prey’s chief contact with its external world, just as
the TV antenna or cable becomes the human prey’s chief contact with man’s external world.

Once this parasitic wasp has bitten . . . the prey’s antenna, the prey will move exactly as if the
wasp were its brain, leading the prey into a place where is then anesthetized, in a manner
analogous to sexual subversion among humans, and the prey then consumed by the parasite’s
offspring until it’s an empty husk that’s shucked off in the manner Netanyahu is said to have
suggested the US will be shucked off once it’s consumed

. . . Is the alien control of the human TV antenna connecting man with his outside world any less
parasitic than the horrifying control that Ampulex compressa has over its prey? In fact this global
control of man’s exposure to the external world by the alien controllers of TV news is much worse
and probably constitutes the worst mode of parasitism known to nature.

As far as multiculturalism goes, and given that a nation is identical with its
culture, it follows that there is no longer an American nation and instead two
incompatible nations that cannot coexist.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski, Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
111. Irish Savant says:

@anonymous
I wouldn’t trust him as far as I’d spit. All the good stuff he’s been doing is
nothing but tactics to get Trump’s base on board. He has zero commitment to
anything other than his own career. Everyone who knew him down the years
testify to that.
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112. anon[307] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:17 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
stalin neutralized jewish power in a much less cruel way than did hitler. it
remained neutralized until the fall of the soviet union at which time it
immediately sprang up again only to be defeated again by putin a decade later.

jewish power is jewish money is possible because…

“capitalist democracy” is an oxymoron. as far as i can tell all politicians at
federal level are psychopaths with the exception of trump.

a psychopath cannot feel guilt and/or simply can’t tell the difference between
what he evaluates as good for himself and what is good per se.

but as with hitler and stalin, both “sincere committed ideologues” to borrow a
phrase from chomsky…

when non-psychopaths are in power the results can be a lot more evil.
politicians doing evil thinking they are doing good is a bigger problem than
corrupt psychopaths doing whatever money power tells them to do…

unless that money power is itself unanimous, undifferentiated.

so the totally un-serious anti-semites will say, “let’s have the same system but
sans jews.” they won’t say, “the systems in which jews have thriven are bad
systems ipso facto.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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113. Dr. Rock says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:18 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Here is an interesting thought exercise-

“Calling for, aiding, or justifying violence against WHITES.

“Alleging myths about a WHITE SUPREMACY conspiracy or that WHITES
control the media, economy, government, or other institutions.

“Accusing WHITE people as a whole of being responsible for real or imaginary
wrongdoing by a single WHITE person, group, or the UNITED STATES OR
EUROPE, or for acts of NON-WHITES.

“Accusing WHITE people of inventing SLAVERY.

“Accusing WHITE PEOPLE of being more loyal to THEIR RACE than their own
nations.

“Demonizing, applying a double standard to, or delegitimizing THE UNITED
STATES OR WHITE EUROPEAN NATIONS.”

Try that on for size.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

114. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:23 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Trinity

I question the sanity f these (((Christian Zionist.))))

it’s a contradiction in terms

It’s literally impossible to be both a Christian, (follower of Christ), and supporter
of Zionism, (genocidal murder and theft)

It’s like saying you’re a practicing homosexual Muslim. The two are mutually
exclusive.

If there is a Christian God, based on Jesus’s teaching, then those so-called
‘Christian Zionists, (most of whom are likely also Rapture bunnies), will all go
straight to hell for their support for genocide and murder. And for blaspheming
the name of God, by associating Him with racial hate and bloodthirsty tribalism.

More from the theater of the absurd..

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/donald-trump-just-destroyed-his-
2024-presidential-run/ar-AA16uNn3?ocid=ientp

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dr.+Rock
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115. Brooklyn Dave says:
Like many Empires had a summer capital and a winter capital, I suggest we
make the old Grossingers up in the Catskill Mts. of NY the new summer capital.
It would do wonders for the local economy.

• LOL: Jim H
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

116. Chuck Orloski says:
@Rurik
A battle for souls is gonna on, and you’re too fearful to even comment with your
real name.

• LOL: Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
117. Rich says:

May 16, 2023 at 5:26 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
There were no Fed investigations of pta parents or conservative White
Churches during the Trump administration. There were no black ladies who
claim not to be able to define “woman” appointed to the Supreme Court. There
was no arrest, without bail, of White protestors. No one was ranting about
“White supremacy” or bragging about appointing incompetent blacks to high
office. The border wasn’t overrun and there was no open hostility to Palefaces.
It’s not everything, it’s not enough, but it’s better, much better, than what the
dems are giving us.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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118. Rev. Spooner says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:31 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Elvis Hister
That’s partially true and partially untrue. The monetary catastrophe about to
visit the West is due to the jews and their partner in crimes, the Wasps who
thought they could control the jews.

 The wars instigated by the jews after the 911 false flag were also done by the
Kosher Nostra. The Ukraine debacle that the USA will suffer was also
instigated by a Vici Nudleman along with now pushing Up Daisies and un-
lamented John McCain.

 The West has been castrated and the proof of that is the forcible cocksucking
of the rainbow bar that’s being enforced.

 From Universities, football Clubs, kindergartens to Libraries all need to
prove their loyalties the rainbow flag.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

119. Sami says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:32 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
When this political whore cut her pussy’s hair in public to spread propaganda
against Iranian people, here she is trying to present a terrorist apartheid state
as ‘democratic’. This political whore is against Iran promoting the FAKE kurdish
terrorist groups, to support the zionist expansionist project, in addition to not
being able to bring Iran under the zionist umbrella, like her country and other
western colonies.

 Iran will continue supporting the Palestinian rights to defend themselves and
take back their STOLEN land from the European colonists, the Khazar tribe.

One of the most obsequious displays of subservience to Zionism I have ever seen. #Israel is an
infanticidal settler state birthed out of genocide. pic.twitter.com/XgYQZaj80T

— vanessa beeley (@VanessaBeeley) May 16, 2023

• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta, Richard B
• Replies: @geokat62
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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120. Psychotic Break says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:39 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Compare and contrast the two sides of the same coin:

1. Pastor Billy Crone gives today a quite thorough excellent review of the NWO,
but with not a single word of the jews (the apples of his religious eye : its all the
Nazis!)

BitChute: KLAUS SCHWAB`S NAZI ROOTS-NAZISM IS ALIVE AND
CONTROLLING THE WORLD

with

 
 
Video Link

 2. Peter Walker, deputy political editor of the UK Guardian, reports today on a
‘conservative’ conference which presents repeatedly the NWO (which of course
is all fake news), but with non-stop reference to the jews (the apples of his
political eye, who never do nothin’ no’how and certainly nothin’ to do with all
this which don’t really happen anyway)

Guardian: Speaker at UK conservatism event echoes far right in attack on
‘globalists’

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2023/may/16/speaker-at-uk-conservatism-
event-echoes-far-right-in-attack-on-globalists

Funny, isn’t it!

Don’t they do dialectic materialism anymore?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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121. Chuck Orloski says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:46 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
To the forthright Trinity, the Most Reverend Rurik wrote::”If there is a Christian
God, based on Jesus’s teaching, then those so-called ‘Christian Zionists, (most
of whom are likely also Rapture bunnies), will all go straight to hell for their
support for genocide and murder. And for blaspheming the name of God, by
associating Him with racial hate and bloodthirsty tribalism.”

As a member of St. Joseph’s Melkite Greek Catholic Church, my understanding
is that the mercy of God is infinite, and the judgemental Rurik fits in perfectly
with the tribe.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

122. CelestiaQuesta says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:48 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
BDSM (Bondage, Discipline, Submission, Sadomasochism) is what Jews
have been doing to Goyim for over two millennia, and BDS (Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions) is what Goyim should be doing to international
Jew and their parasitic monopolies until they are no more.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

Subscribe to New Columns
123. Alden says:

May 16, 2023 at 5:49 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
@JimDandy
RFK sr was killed shortly after he made a speech to a Jewish organization
promising that if elected president he would give unlimited military aid and
American weapons to Israel.

Why would they kill the most pro Israel presidential candidate of the
Democrats?

• Replies: @JimDandy, @Franz, @OrangeSmoke, @mark green
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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124. geokat62 says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:50 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
@Sami

… here she is trying to present a terrorist apartheid state as ‘democratic’.

Could you ever imagine this shiksa grovelling like that about the Boers in South
Africa… whose system was nowhere near as repressive as that of the rulers of
Occupied Palestine?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

125. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:59 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
@Poupon Marx

“Well meaning…”

?

• Agree: Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
126. Colin Wright says: • Website

May 16, 2023 at 6:12 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Thor
‘Just don’t participate in the elections don’t make yourself guilty. ‘

Not participating is just casting half a vote for each candidate.

All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing. It’s not a
choice; you participate — one way or the other.

• Agree: Thrallman
• Replies: @old coyote
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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127. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:28 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Rich

but it’s better, much better, than what the dems are giving us.

it is my sense, that the Cares Act, (of handing out $2.2 trillion to assorted
cronies), was the behind-the-scenes bribery that set in motion the Total
Corporate Wokeness we see across the board today with Negros and homos in
every corporate commercial, and insane advertising campaigns like Bud Light
and now Miller Light going full blown woke.

I suspect that much of that two trillion dollars was intended to tell corporate
America that profits no longer matter, because now ((Uncle Sam)) is going to
make your wildest dreams of unearned wealth a reality, so long as you play
along. Sort of the ((Black-rock, Vanguard)) model.

That’s my sense, (even tho I have no proof), because before the ink was dry on
that two trillion give-away, right away I noticed the transformation.

‘Wokeness’ had always been a running theme, but now it was ubiquitous.
Corporate America (and Europe) was now going to be ‘in-your-face’ woke, and
my suspicions are that Trump gave it his approval, when he signed the Cares
Act into law.

He talks a good talk, but he walks woke.

I’d still prefer him over Kamala Harris or Liz Cheney, because you’re right,
they’re as bad as it gets vis-a-vis the wars and domestic treason. And, also I’d
love to see the melt-downs over TDS on the left, (and on the Liz Cheney
‘right’).

But at the end of the day, we’re done for. They’re now in the looting stage,
when they know it has run its course, and now they’re going to steal and
embezzle and loot everything, (while destroying every last scintilla of decency
and heritage America), before the dollar collapses.

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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128. CelestiaQuesta says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:33 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I suspect that most every high level politician including POTUS, his kosher
cabinet and bureaucrats heading alphabets are compromised by one of the
many Mossad/CIA/Mi6 Pedo sting operations run around the world. There’s
simply no other logical explanation for their complete submissions to a Zionist
State and their kosher parasitic operatives masquerading as banking cartels,
big tech, investment Synagogue’s of Satan who seek to destroy the white
human race.

And if you still can’t see the writing on the wall, ask yourself why do they
relentlessly push GlobalHomo, Niggerism, Holocaust Hysteria and open
borders?

——-FIGHT NOW———
 ————-—or——————

 ———-DIE WOKE———

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

129. Sami says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:35 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Has Ursula von der Leyen, a German politician, seen the following video to
know that her ‘democratic’ apartheid state bombs children? If she has but still
refuses to condemn the apartheid state and continue supporting it, then her
organization, European commission, and herself should be designated as
TERRORIST and subject to SANCTION.

Seyed Mohammad Marandi
 @s_m_marandi

 May 14
 Will the European Parliament say a word? Is there a single Canadian MP that

has the dignity to voice outrage? Is there a single US senator that will dare
condemn this murder?

⚡Video showing the “Jewish State” bombing a Palestinian riding a bike in Gaza 2 days ago.
pic.twitter.com/Ye5Je1ZDyr

— War Monitor (@WarMonitors) May 14, 2023

• Thanks: Colin Wright
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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130. Trinity says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:47 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
Muh Israel.

 Muh “Jew”
 Muh fat porker John Hagee

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

131. anonymous[214] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:53 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@lavoisier
And still Americans swarm to Florida as if it is the promised land.

 What’s amazing/disheartening is the retirees (aka Boomers) that Florida
appeals to are overwhelmingly from FlyOver states.

Florida is home to way too many AISH strongholds and way too much acreage
and rental property is, owned by Jews (i.e. Blackrock owns or controls more
acres and units than can be counted) .

DeSantis is likely not eager to put a damper on this Wild West/gold rush
invasion of Florida: employment is high, highways are so busy that
Widening/construction is a constant.

Florida is also a bible belt state: Baptists and Evangelicals hold sway, even in
the seemingly “sophisticated” Gulf Coast parts of the state: a phenomenally
wealthy Baptist congregation on Fla’s Gulf Coast is urged by its ‘pastor’ to join
a tour to Israel. (The pastor leads the tour, in exchange for which he goes free,
and so do several of his family members. Pastor Dimsdale was a saint by
comparison.)

Florida is NOT the place to flee to in order to liberate yourself from Israelish
domination: they got their first.

(Next stop South Dakota.)

• Replies: @Rurik, @Trinity
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132. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:15 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@anonymous

Florida is NOT the place to flee to in order to liberate yourself from Israelish domination: they got
their first.

and it’s basically full

Everybody! is moving to Florida

In part, because yes, as a governor, DeShabbos has been relatively good.
Good on the lockdowns and mandates and other repudiations of wokeness,
where he banned grooming elementary school kids from celebrating pedophilia.
(to the screeching of pedophiles and their supporters saying it was against free
speech, if you can imagine).

in the narrow context of Florida, he’s not bad.

http://www.yourdestinationnow.com/2023/05/gov-ron-desantis-signs-bill-
outlawing.html

And his treasonous edicts banning criticism of Israel, will I’m sure be struck
down, if he ever tries to enforce it.

As a potus, he’d be a disaster, but as a governor, he’s been a lot better than
most.

I know a few Obama-loving Jewish women, who of course gush over all things
Israel, and so forth, and they hate De Shabbos with a passion.

So much so, that he can’t be that bad.

• Replies: @NeverTrustaWizard
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133. Desert Fox says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:15 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The ZUS has been under zionist control since congress passed The Act of
1871 when the ZUS was made a zionist corporation with DC a zionist owned
and controlled area and then in 1913 the zionists took control of the money
supply and installed a gratuated income tax on we the America people with
their privately owned FED and IRS which are 2 of the 10 planks of the
communist manifesto and are entirely UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

Proof of zionist control was shown for all the world to see with the Israeli and
traitors in the ZUS governments attack on the WTC on 911 and blamed on the
muslims to give the ZUS the excuse to destroy the middle east for Israel.

So why move the capital to Jerusalem when DC is the capital of zionism.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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134. Joe Levantine says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:19 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Notsofast
[the hubris has reached absurd levels and the only question left is are they just
insane, desperate, or merely enjoying rubbing our noses in it? the answer to
that question is moot, as the whole world can now see them for what they are.
just as sure as the sun will shine, the truth will win out and their empire of lies
will crumble and fall in the end.]

Thank you, for a great post.

The West has turned it back on God, seduced by evil and oblivious to all the
principles that made the West the leading light to the world with freedom and
justice being the two main pillars of Western ascendency. Now that totalitarian
Talmudic ethos are the name of the game, many Westerners along with most of
the world’s population will notice the tragedy of making life on earth a living hell,
and that will signal the beginning of a quick end to a West that once excelled in
the fields of arts, science and philosophy, goring itself under the wicked
hypnosis of the two forked tongues of the devil’s agents.

And if the price of a Western awakening is WWIII, then so be it, for a Western
army that is concerned primarily with woke ideology rather than meritocracy will
be easy picking to its enemies. And I do pray that those who have been vilified
as White supremacist will simply turn their back to their government’s call to
fight for the nation, for the fall of the Western governments and zeitgeist will be
their salvation.

• Thanks: Notsofast
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135. Charles Pewitt says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:47 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Trump has bent himself over backwards for JEWS ORGANIZED
GLOBALLY(JOG), and the ungrateful JOG bastards ain’t even smirking a bit to
reveal their pleasure in puppetizing the politician whores of the USA.
Puppetizing as a word seems more active than puppeteering, so I went with
that.

This Florida Man named DeSantis has been seen eating knishes and corned
beef sandwiches in Israel with the departed Shelly Adelson widow named Mim.
Trump and DeSantis will be crawling on all fours like three dollar politician
whores for billionaire Jews such as Mim Adelson and JOG. The nasty, nation-
wrecking Jew slobs in JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) will snidely
critique the all fours kowtow crawling of Trump and DeSantis.

The departed Jew billionaire Shelly Adelson wanted 4 things from Trump:

1) Move US embassy to Jerusalem and 2) get out of Iranian nuclear deal and
3) war with Iran and 4) drop a nuclear bomb on Iran.

To Trump’s credit he didn’t drop a nuclear bomb on Iran or start a war with Iran.
Shelly Adelson wanted the US embassy moved to Jerusalem and the Iran
nuclear deal killed; I think he got those. Shelly Adelson said let’s drop a nuke
on Iran as a demonstration of resolve or strength or determination or some
other damn thing and Trump said why don’t you try the Trump Tower Taco Bowl
instead.

JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) showed no gratitude nor thankfulness to
Trump and DeSantis will get the same treatment from JOG.

Trump only groused about some Jews who ain’t such big fans of NettyYahoo
and Likud.

How much sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is to have ungrateful and thankless
Jews?

JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) Are Ungrateful Creatures.

JOG Has Declared War On European Christendom and the European Christian
people wherever they are on the globe.

I Say The JEW/WASP Ruling Class Of The American Empire Must Be
Politically Decapitated

The JEW QUESTION explained:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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Jews form a nation within a nation everywhere they reside. Can Jews ever
be considered to be part of the larger nation in which they reside when
they are genetically and culturally predisposed to put the interests of the
Jew Nation over and above the interests of the larger nations in which
they reside?

  
Trump Said Some Jews Are Ungrateful

Former US president Donald Trump has appeared to threaten Jewish Americans, calling them
ungrateful in recent comments on his social media app Truth Social.#Trump | #Antisemitism
https://t.co/cswcaZ6X6g

— The Jerusalem Post (@Jerusalem_Post) October 16, 2022

• LOL: Chuck Orloski
• Replies: @anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
136. Trinity says:

May 16, 2023 at 7:57 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
Obviously you have NEVER been to Florida. The OVERWHELMING majority of
people who have been flocking to Florida for DECADES are from the Northeast
and Midwest. UNFORTUNATELY, a lot of Whites from the North are just as
naive about kikes as a Southern Baptist.

Sure, there are lots of evangelicals in Florida but Miami and Tampa are not
exactly “Bible Belt.” Strip clubs might outnumber churches in Tampa. SMDH
and lolol. Oh, and kikes have been running Jew Yawk City now for how long
now?

• Replies: @Jim H
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137. ImaBotKnot says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:00 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Prior to Mission Completion

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and US Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld, together reviewing the American troops at the Pentagon

 Date Taken on 19 March 2001
 

 MISSION COMPLETED

Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld (left) escorts Israeli Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon (2nd from right) into the Pentagon on May 6, 2002. Rumsfeld and
Sharon will meet to discuss defense issues of mutual concern.

https://www.defense.gov/Multimedia/Photos/igphoto/2002019771/

Put in place prior to/for mission completion by Rumsfeld

U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld however had decided to make
corporate experience one of the key requirements in his appointees as was
reported in the Washington Times. This policy led to England’s appointment
alongside other leading industrialists including James Roche and Thomas E.
White. England was sworn in on May 24, 2001.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gordon_R._England Secretary of the Navy

He served as the 20th Secretary of the Air Force, serving from January 20,
2001 to January 20, 2005. Prior to serving as secretary, Roche served in the
United States Navy for 23 years, and as an executive with Northrop Grumman.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_G._Roche Secretary of the Air Force

American businessman and former United States Army officer who served as
senior executive at the now collapsed Enron and as the United States
Secretary of the Army from May 31, 2001 until November 17, 2004.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_E._White Secretary of the Army

• Replies: @ImaBotKnot, @geokat62
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138. JoeJoe says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:06 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
We are experiencing a battle between Messianic Judaism and Rabbinic
Judaism. The battle started shortly after the Resurrection of Jesus and God’s
destruction of the Temple. Ancient biblical Judaism was divided into two
factions after those two events.. On the one hand you had Sanhedrin, the High
Priest, and those Jews who rejected the Messiah Jesus and his spiritual
kingdom. On the other hand, you had the Apostles and disciples of Jesus who
accepted the Messiah and established the Church. These two factions continue
until the present day. Rabbinical Judaism and their anti-Messiah collaborators
(Ziochristianity) have basically won the political battle in Europe and North and
South America. Rabbinic rabbis have carefully deceived large numbers of
Christians protestants and Catholics that Christianity and the Church are NOT
the people of God and have no rights to the promises that God gave to
Abraham. Consequently, these Zio-Christians work day and night for the anti-
Christ Zionist project in building their counterfeit worldly kingdom in Palestine.
Since there are so few Zio-Christians in Communist China, the Rabbinic Jews
are having a hard time convincing the Chinese that the Jews are chosen while
the Chinese are simply dumb goys. The European and American takeovers are
not working in China.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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139. Charles Pewitt says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:13 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Kevin McCarthy And The Rancid Politician Whores In The Evil Republican
Party Are Filthy Puppets For Demonic Neo-Conservative Scum:

GOP messaging for the week: More for Israel, more for Ukraine, cut social security, bring back
the draft

Seems like a winning formula for sure. https://t.co/rvyp8vW41P

— Dissident Soaps (@DissidentSoaps) May 1, 2023

Trump loves Jews who give him loot.

Mim Adelson appears to be giving Trump the boot.

Trump has been disappointing on immigration, but at least he’s a hoot.

Departed Republican Party Donor Shelly Adelson Pushed An Israel First
Foreign Policy

Adelson Also Pushed Mass Legal Immigration And Mass Illegal Immigration

Don’t Forget The IMMIGRATION ANGLE When Mim Adelson Starts Doling Out
The Donor Loot To Republican Party Politician Whores

I liked that Laverne and Shirley TV show and I guess Mim Adelson thinks she
looks like the Italo-Celto-Krauto lady who played Laverne, Penny Marshall, but I
don’t like it when treasonous unassimilated Jew interlopers like Jonathan
Pollard get out of jail because of Jew donors putting the interests of Israel
ahead of the interests of the USA.

It’s so brazen it’s funny https://t.co/oeWDmbdaJQ

— Dr. Benjamin Braddock (@GraduatedBen) April 29, 2023

Republican megadonor Miriam Adelson — the widow of casino mogul and longtime GOP
kingmaker Sheldon Adelson — is staging a return to politics, positioning herself to be a force in
the 2022 midterms and beyond https://t.co/JwpV6MfPcF

— POLITICO (@politico) November 7, 2021

• Replies: @Colin Wright
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140. Anon[758] • Disclaimer says:

May 16, 2023 at 8:16 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
https://www.unz.com/article/in-your-heart-you-know-yes-right/#comment-
5706503

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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141. Anonymous[279] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:18 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
” Another co-sponsor Mike Caruso warned “If we do nothing, we are going to
have 1933’s Nazi Germany all over again.”

What a laugh, we already have 1933 Nazi Germany, the only difference is
instead of you being arrested for anti-Nazi activity or opinions, you will be
arrested for anti-Ashcan Nazi activity or opinions.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

142. ImaBotKnot says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:20 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@ImaBotKnot
How Convenient

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2001/12/03/the-iran-game

On October 24th, more than two weeks after the American air war began, Israel
sent a government delegation to Washington for official talks. The delegation
included Gideon Frank, the director-general of the Israeli Atomic Energy
Commission, and Major General Uzi Dayan, the head of Israel’s National
Security Council, and its purpose was to warn the Americans, not for the first
time, about new evidence of Iran’s efforts to become, with Russia’s help, the
world’s next nuclear power.

https://www.nti.org/about/people/gideon-frank/

Frank obtained his B.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering and M.Sc. in Nuclear
Sciences from the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology.

Blow a big hole and rig the elevator shafts.

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
143. Kagan was name of Khazar king says:

May 16, 2023 at 8:30 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
Mr. Giraldi is refusing to understand the history of the Khazaria Empire.

 So he is perpetually using this newly invented (in 18th century) artificial word
“Jews”.

Without knowledge about Khazaria Empire it is impossible to achieve any
progress in understanding among masses that Zioniste regime is pure criminal
enterprise.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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144. Anonymous[118] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:34 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
McCarthy epitomizes Irish catholic American ass-licking of the Jew.

Not to be self-consumed, but I’ve seen it in my own nuclear family.

It’s repulsive.

I don’t think it’s altogether some biblical faggotry….

These people were literally taught, subconsciously, not to offend the Kike.
Prolly by Jesuit worms. And their clueless, petrified parents.

Don’t forget how long these disgusting RAT-PEOPLE have controlled ALL
media.

My own brother has not spoken to me in 6 years….because I made him feel
ridiculous in his belief in the jew Hollowhoax nonsense . Same with a sister.

Now I’m mostly alone. That’s okay . My pillow is the objective Truth.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

145. Sir Gagsalot says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:44 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Is the United States Moving Its Capital to Jerusalem?”

Best read “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” before you ask any more inane
questions, goy.

You’re in line at the slaughterhouse goy, and ya don’t even know it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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146. geokat62 says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:47 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@ImaBotKnot

Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld (left) escorts Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon (2nd
from right) into the Pentagon on May 6, 2002.

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
147. Trinity says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:05 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Pretend like you never heard of the USS Liberty, Pollard, or the 5 Dancing
Israelis, in other words pretend like you are DeShabbos , Trumpstein or Biden
The Zionist. IF Israel were to physically attack America or Americans would the
POTUS declare war on Israel?

Imagine if 5 Dancing Frenchman were seen celebrating in NYC on 9-11-01?
Imagine if Syria had attacked the USS Liberty? What if Pollard was a German
or worse, a “Notsee?”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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148. Jim H says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:14 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Trinity
‘Obviously you have NEVER been to Florida. The OVERWHELMING majority
of people who have been flocking to Florida for DECADES are from the
Northeast and Midwest.’ — Trinity

Not an expert on Florida … but having spent several decades in NY and NJ, I
can confirm that Florida is the Promised Land for retirees from these two
northeastern states.

In classic immigrant fashion, one retired migrant ‘seeds’ a town in Florida, and
soon the entire community follows, recreating their yankee towns among the
swamps and beaches and mangroves.

The Jewish contingent from NY and NJ seems to favor the Palm Beach area.
Since they completely peg the meter with their generous campaign
contributions, Gov De Shabbos obligingly spreads his hairy meatball legs and
lets them pump his rump to their heart’s content, as he lies back and dreams of
Israel.

• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
149. Chuck Orloski says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:17 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@geokat62
Rumsfeld, a true Blue & White Zionist, and thanks for posting the upsetting
picture, George
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150. anonymous[299] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:32 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski
That’s where it all started, the Original Sin of Christianity : the mindless
sanctification of Amharic.

The dude whose brain fart convinced him HE had the one, true, single handle
on the troof about God.

(& they called Hitler an egomaniac)

The dude who begat a child with his wife’s maid, then kicked Hagar & her child
out of the house, cursed & disowned.

The dude who later prostituted said wife.

The dude who also disowned said wife.

A worthy exemplar for an Epstein character.

But little in common with the moral character of Jesus.

More & more I think German Christians were on the right track in their attempt
to peel out of the German Christian apple the rotten core of Hebrew Amharic-
ism (aka Abrahamism).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

151. JimDandy says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:35 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
Yeah, why would Israel ruthlessly murder uniformed men in the military of their
greatest ally (and the only reason for their existence) in the hopes of pinning it
on Egypt such as in The U.S.S. Liberty outrage, and why would they send Jews
dressed as Arabs into Egypt to blow up U.S. buildings during The Lavon Affair,
and why would they frame a PALESTINIAN for killing a beloved American and
probable-president like RFK? RFK did NOT love Israel, and Israel knew this.
For further questions, I’d like to direct you to a place called The Unz Review.
Here is one of many articles there that I’d suggest you read:

https://www.unz.com/article/rfks-false-flag-assassination-and-the-forgotten-
palestinian-patsy/

• Replies: @Alden
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152. Trinity says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:43 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Jim H
Probably more Midwest refugees on the Gulf Coast, and more Northeastern
snowbirds in Southern Florida or at least that was how it used to be, who
knows now. Haven’t been back to Florida for awhile now but lived there a
couple decades in Tampa area. Good ole boy Jeb wasn’t a bad governor for
Florida for what it is worth. But alas ALL of these empty suits worship jew$ and
muh Israel. Lot of Indiana, Ohio, Michigan refugees on the Gulf Coast when I
lived there as well.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
153. Mosafer Hastam says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:54 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Gerhard57NL
@Gerhard57NL: you got a point there. Ironically, the tribe has sworn to wipe
out the white population because, as they say „the white people are the only
who can be a threat to us.“ Genetics should tell them, that most among
themselves (Ashkenasim) are as white as can be, but logic never matters much
in a twisted mind.

 In the last two centuries, western civilization defeated mass poverty and
famines. But alas, as soon as a community begins to thrive, the parasites arrive
in order to reap whatever they can get from the bounty. Every single war has
been a racket to enrich those parasites who feel entitled to take everything for
themselves and mock those whose life they are ruining.

 One day that deluded bunch will discover that they have hounded to death
those folks that had been the most benevolent towards them. Only then they‘ll
discover that they are as dumb as mildew on a rotting plant.

 https://dailyreckoning.com/the-collapse-of-the-wests-business-model/

• Agree: 24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
154. Kal Zakath says:

May 16, 2023 at 10:00 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@mark green
Indeed white american men are truly pathetic.

• Replies: @Richard B, @Anonymous
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155. Colin Wright says: • Website
May 16, 2023 at 10:03 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Charles Pewitt

‘…Mim Adelson…’

You’re aware Miriam Adelson isn’t even American? It’s like Putin’s daughter
deciding who should become President of the United States.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

156. Franz says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:06 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Alden
An earlier article deals with Israel’s misrepresentation of RFK’s fundraising
speech to Israel, and more importantly why the Mossad pretty much had to
knock him off:

https://www.unz.com/article/rfks-false-flag-assassination-and-the-forgotten-
palestinian-patsy/

In 1968, Robert Kennedy had not suddenly turned pro-Israel. He was simply trying to attract
Jewish votes, as everyone else. Robert’s statement in an Oregon synagogue, mentioned in
the May 27 Pasadena Independent Star-News article found in Sirhan’s pocket, didn’t
exceed the minimal requirements. Its author David Lawrence had, in another article entitled
“Paradoxical Bob,” underlined how little credit should be given to such electoral promises:
“Presidential candidates are out to get votes and some of them do not realize their own
inconsistencies.”[9] In fact, as Arthur Krock has noted, the supposed motive for RFK’s murder is
itself paradoxical: “If this motive was his position that the United States was committed to
preserve Israel as a nation, his statement was made with more moderation than that of
other important political persons who said the same thing.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

157. Anonymous[118] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:09 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Cheers again to mr Giraldi. I sincerely hope he has a bodyguard.
He Speaketh too much to Jew power. Which is necessary.

DeSantis is a disgraceful blob of Jew sniveling shit.

I hope his father is not alive to see this quivering maggot in action.

Just pitiful.

I wonder who he raped? I wonder what Hymie has on him?
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158. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:20 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Trinity

Jeb wasn’t a bad governor for Florida for what it is worth

nope, ironically enough

ended Affirmative Action as soon as he was inaugurated

ended the tyrannical and fascist helmet law intended to treat free adults like
state property

and signed into law Stand Your Ground, something the shitlibs and black and
Jewish supremacists are still frothing over.

IOW, with Stand Your Ground, if an orc attempts to mug or assault or otherwise
threaten yours or your loved one’s life or well-being, you can and should ‘plug
the thug’.

In fact, it was that law that motivated Obama and his Jews to hype the (well-
deserved) death of ‘Obama’s son’ Travon to that waiting Wakanda in the sky.
They wanted to use Travon to put an end to that hated law.

They do not like that law, because it allows white people, (and Asians and even
black women and others) to defend themselves from assorted orcs and sub-
human scum – today’s first class citizens who’re beyond criticism or charges.

I don’t know how a guy like Jeb ended up doing some good things, but perhaps
it was because he had presidential ambitions, and figured doing some good in
Florida just might propel him to the White House.

Hmm.. I wonder if anyone else might be thinking the same thing..

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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159. Arthur MacBride says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:28 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Arthur MacBride
London, three days ago, one minute vdo.

” … three quarters of a century later, they are still living in that same refugee
camp … that is why we say al-nakba is ongoing … ”

Crucial role of Perfidious in the Catastrophe.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/S9qCjgoTiQM
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160. Anonymous[299] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:32 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
Yes, corporate America is forced to go Woke or Go Broke.

But — watching what is happening to HanesBrands (hbi) shares over past
several months.

An old, staid, company founded by southern Whites.
 Prosperous for many years.

But they got stuck in a market/product line rut, then ran out of ready capital to
rejuvenate themselves.

 So they eliminated the high dividend they’d paid for 40 quarters.
 Then their stock tanked.

 They replaced one black guy on Board with another black “committed to
diversity hiring.”

 Stock went down.
 Hired an attractive European metrosexual for intersexional appeal.

 Stock went down.
 Boasted of their commitment to environmental matters.

 Stock went down.

If the Big Money doesn’t like you, there’s not much you can do to placate them.

SO DON’T TRY!

Play your own game.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
161. OrangeSmoke says:

May 16, 2023 at 10:45 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
RFK told some of his closest advisors that he did not believe in the
investigation of his brothers murder and was planning to reopen the
investigation if he became president. That could not be accepted by the
Israelis. He was killed immediately after he won the primary in California which
almost guaranteed his democrat candidacy. Even RFK jr. knows that Sirhan
Sirhan, who comes from a Christian Palestinian family, did not kill his father. He
tried to get Sirhan paroled in the last parole hearing.

• Replies: @RestiveUs, @Alden
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162. Rurik says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:12 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

An old, staid, company founded by southern Whites.

that may be, but I stopped buying Hanes products when they came out with
commercials like this over twenty years ago.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/UwWWj1Hm2us

Nothing against Michael Jordan, but for “southern whites” to be promoting white
women ogling a Negro while contemplating his.. underwear, was all I needed to
see.

If they’re only going broke now, all I can say is what took so long.

I don’t buy Gillette products, and I try to avoid all woke corporations, but I’m not
fanatical about it. If I need something at Lowes, then I’m not going to punish
myself, because the corporate management is woke.

I never did drink Bud Light, (moose piss) but if I did, I’d switch.

We (sane and self-respecting people) should all do what we can to not
patronize woke or companies on BDS lists, IMHO

• Replies: @John Rotten, @ImaBotKnot
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163. Harry E says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:18 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@wlindsaywheeler

That “All-seeing eye” is on the seal of the US!

Look at the back of the one-dollar bill. On the right side is an image of an eagle
holding arrows and an olive branch. Above the eagle’s head are 13 stars. If you
draw an outline of the 13 stars, it comes out to a hexagram (Star of David).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

164. Z-man says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:22 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
BULLETIN:

 First a whacky Asian American chases congressional staffers with a baseball
bat and just breaking, that pencil necked geek, slithering worm  and Neocon
butt boy Jake Sullivan had an intruder in his home who avoided detection by
the Secret Service. Sullivan confronted the intruder and asked him to leave. If
that’s all on the up & up I hope Sullivan shit his pants. But it sounds like a Paul
Pelosi scenario. Hahaha! 

 It doesn’t get better than this.
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165. Agent76 says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:30 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Dec 6, 2017 Trump announces U.S. recognizes Jerusalem as capital of Israel

U.S. President Donald Trump on Wednesday declared Jerusalem as Israel’s
capital, hailing it as “very fresh thinking” and a repudiation of “the same failed
strategies of the past” employed by his predecessors.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/E3-i9_gUL5A

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

166. Richard B says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:39 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Kal Zakath

Indeed white american men are truly pathetic.

What noble self-abnegation. That is, if you’re white.

If you’re not white, then you’re just a JIDF Troll.

In other words, truly pathetic.
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167. 24th Alabama says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:46 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@mark green
With credits to Robert Browning, Zion’s reach has always exceeded its grasp.
The Jewish

 compulsion to acquire money and power is incurable and has always led to
their ruin.

 The group coordination and planning within the Jewish community, led by the
bankers,

 has always been vital to their success and has not gone unnoticed by the
Gentiles.

The phrase from “That’s Life”could have been written to describe the Jews:
 You’re ridin’ high in April, shot down in May. Pride and arrogance are followed

by
 humiliation and devastation. The great mystery is the inability of the Jews to

learn
 anything from past experience.They are like a gambler who is having a losing

streak
 but keeps doubling down.

Newton’s 3rd law and Hegel’s dialectic can both provide a framework to
understand the

 cyclical rise and fall of the Jews throughout history. When one group acquires
excessive

 power and wealth, an opposing group naturally forms and begins to believe that
the

 game is rigged against them. An example would be The Protocols, and the
result the

 Holocaust.

• Replies: @Vito Klein
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168. anonymous[424] • Disclaimer says:

May 17, 2023 at 12:11 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Charles Pewitt
Jews are like women: the more you give, the more they take. But White men
keep on giving. Of course, the Jews can also simply take since they control the
institutions of muttmerican society.
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169. anon[269] • Disclaimer says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:24 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@ImaBotKnot
“Israel sent a government delegation [ Oct 24 ,2001] to Washington for official
talks. The delegation included Gideon Frank, the director-general of the Israeli
Atomic Energy Commission, and Major General Uzi Dayan, the head of Israel’s
National Security Council, and its purpose was to warn the Americans, not for
the first time, about new evidence of Iran’s efforts to become, with Russia’s
help, the world’s next nuclear power.

The Israeli message, as a participant summarized it, was characteristically
blunt: the Iranian atomic-bomb program was making rapid progress, and
something had to be done about it. As far as the Israelis were concerned, this
meant that the Bush Administration should put Russia’s support for Iran at the
top of its foreign-policy
agenda.”https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2001/12/03/the-iran-game

Then they sent the same delegation repeating same words on Oct 24,2002 and
every year after on every Oct 24th .This year Israel has been told not to send
the delegates . Its already been heard by Biden , De Santis and McCarthy .
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170. Rich says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:31 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
Trump, obviously, is just a moderate republican who believes he can make
blacks love him as he proved by inventing ‘juneteenth’ and offering up the
‘platinum plan’ to buy votes. The ‘cares act’ and the whole Trump admin
reaction to covid was panic and an attempt to buy the election. Trump’s no
savior, but he’s not hostile to the majority population.
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171. Harold Smith says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:37 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Trinity

Or is the “Anti Christ” a (((tribe))) and not an individual.

Exactly. AFAIK there is no “*the* antichrist” in Biblical prophecy. The first beast
of Rev 13, the so-called beast from the sea, is an anti-christian collective. It’s a
Satanic cult that made the deal with Satan that Jesus rejected. And from the
descriptive features given in the Book of Revelation, there’s not much doubt as
to the identity of this “beast.”

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
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172. Trump is an even bigger whore says:

May 17, 2023 at 1:05 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@anonymous
Trump is an even bigger whore, a 33rd degree freemason, a zionist, and clot
shot lover.
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173. Dennis Roe says:

May 17, 2023 at 1:42 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
The jews are runnin this freakshow, anyone with brain cells can grasp it.
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174. Ulf Thorsen says:
May 17, 2023 at 1:52 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
Mr. Giraldi ought to take a look at this –

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/kaR1gjfoTpI

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

175. Vito Klein says:
May 17, 2023 at 1:53 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Shamu
You’re just wrong. The English are no more in control of their country than the
Russians were in 1917 than the Americans or the Palestinians are in 2023. I
agree with anonymous above. Just stop with the whole Anglo-Jew, WASP-Jew
crap. It’s ignorant and clouds the issue. The Levitical principle of genocide,
enslavement, and destruction goes back 2,500 years. Long before their was an
English aristocracy. In fact, the more I think about it, the more ridiculously
ignorant you seem. You sure you’re not a Little Hat?

• Replies: @Publius 2
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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176. Rogue says:
May 17, 2023 at 1:57 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@anarchyst

The Reformation resulted in cartel capitalism, communism, socialism, fascism, two world wars
which resulted in the decimation of the European peoples by the jews and WASPS acting as
muscle for the bankers, and various genocides and the dystopian difficulties that are a part of
modern civilization.

In your opinion only. The first country in Europe to institute a kind of socialist,
communist order was France, a Catholic country. First with their revolution and
then later more decidedly with the Paris Commune.

And you link the 2 world wars to the Protestant Reformation? Well, indeed, as
we know there were no wars in Europe prior to Luther and Calvin etc. And, of
course, Catholic countries or peoples never fought each other either before or
after the Reformation.

You are sounding off to fit everything into a church of Rome world view that you
have – but that’s all you’re doing. Much has been written about the conspiracy
of worldly control by the church of Rome, and the Jesuits especially. How true
this is, I have no idea – but it is not fundamental to my world-view.

Christianity went off the rails when it did not divorce the Old Testament from the “new covenant”
in the New Testament

Not sure what you’re trying to say here exactly, but based on the above quote
and some other stuff in your comment it sounds like you are rejecting the Old
Testament altogether.

Jesus and the early church relied on the OT as scripture – it was the only
scripture they had, after all. There is no suggestion anywhere that the OT is
redundant, though certainly I accept the New Testament to be more relevant to
a Christian believer.

Or to roughly quote Augustine: “the New Testament is in the Old Testament
concealed – the Old Testament is in the New Testament revealed.”

The United States became a great country as a Protestant country. And it
wasn’t always under Jewish sway. The latter phenomenon is a 20th century
business due to mass Jewish immigration, that had only begun to really bite
towards the latter part of the 20th century. In any event, the USA has certainly
lost it’s way in the last generation or so.

As for Europe, whether Catholic or Protestant, it is primarily post-Christian as
we know.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
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• Replies: @Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
177. Anon[406] • Disclaimer says:

May 17, 2023 at 1:57 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

“Accusing Jewish people as a whole of being responsible for real or imaginary wrongdoing by a
single Jewish person, group, or the state of Israel, or for acts of non-Jews.”

But isn’t that exactly what we do to the Germans holding them collectively
responsible for the war crimes of a few Nazis? Only 30% of Germans were
even members of the Nazi party and yet the entire nation is collectively
punished. To be consistent all Jews should be held accountable for the crimes
of the Jewish criminal elite.

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski, @anarchyst
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
178. Vito Klein says:

May 17, 2023 at 2:15 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
@24th Alabama

and the result the
 Holocaust.

Umm…”result” as in “actually occurred?”

• Replies: @24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
179. James Scott says:

May 17, 2023 at 3:02 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
@Gerhard57NL
Jews always fall from the catbird seat. Its not going to be different this time.
They know its coming and think by crying about white supremacy all the time
they are going to get to keep their seat. Not a chance.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

180. RestiveUs says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:12 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
@OrangeSmoke
Agreed. That explanation sounds the most plausible. You wonder who the rats
were among his closest advisors.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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181. Agent 42 says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:15 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
Its another 51st state like the pilipines.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

182. Chuck Orloski says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:20 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
Anon #406 commented: “To be consistent all Jews should be held accountable
for the crimes of the Jewish criminal elite.”

Thanks, Anon!

All Americans are Palestinians.

The US is completely occupied by International Zionism.

Philip Giraldi could go to jail for exposing the Zionist’s attack on American free
speech rights.

Ron De Shabbos will even be more pro Israel than Trumpstein.

The Zionist power has corrupted and completely destroyed our government.

Our government is the best government that the Zionist oligarch money can
buy.

When American politicians must go to Israel, a foreign country, in order to get
elected to the US Congress and the presidency, what more does one need as
proof that we are an occupied nation.?

• Agree: Rogue
• Thanks: 24th Alabama
• Replies: @Rogue
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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183. Anon[203] • Disclaimer says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:30 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Mossad’s execution of 9-11 should have been a wake up call.

 You guys subscribed to the phony WMD and coyote planes dissapearing into
the babylonian twin towers whilst your intuition should have kicked in and told
you something is not right.

 9-11 should have been the litmus test for truth but you conveniently ignored it.
You looked the other way due to cognitive dissonance.

 You followed Bush’s order to go on a spending spree with more credit card debt
jacked up with high interest to feed the satanic cabal instead.

 With all these bogus wars on terror and non-ending hoaxes you have
unwittingly supported the Zionist Satanic push for one world disorder.

 At this point, all you can do is repent for your sins and start fighting back the
criminal enterprize who are in charge of orchestrating all these bogus war on
terror, creating these monstrous, diabolical, sinister ISISraHELL with the help of
al-CIA-da and MOSSAD.

 Alternate would be to sit back and enjoy bigger fireworks than 9-11 coming near
you whilst they prepare greater IzraHELL for the coming of their Yahweh, The
Anti-Christ dajjal who will globalize his reign of terror from Jerusalem.

 Either way buckle up for a roller coaster ride with some of these demonic,
totally psychopathic, diabolical, sinister, pathological liars and corrupters of
mother earth. You reap what you sow.

There is a lie. Then there is a BIG LIE. Then there is 911. Santa Claus is
beyond a LIE. Tel LIE vised 911 EvangeLIED are being taken for a ride by way
of Deception to think Jesus Christ died for their Evils. Everyone shall have to
account for deeds, either good or evil to enter Paradise or eternal abode in Hell
fire.

The infuriating thing about 9/11 and the multitude of lesser false flags which
both preceded and followed it is that, although most Americans know it was as
phoney as a three and a half dollar fed reserve note, everyone seems content
to put up with the extremely phoney “war on terror” it was designed to create
and which has already destroyed a hand full of countries in the world, caused
the murder of upwards of two million people, mostly using U.S. military, and
turned the U.S. into a ruthlessly insane police state wherein everyone is made
to obey patently unlawful statutes in the name of “emergency” while the ruling
elite has quit obeying any laws at all while gathering a massive military
presence to cow the now restless and resentful public. – See more
at:Christopher Bollyn: The Man Who Solved 9/11 

• Replies: @ImaBotKnot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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184. RoHa says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:43 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
Might as well cut out the middleman.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

185. Ann Nonny Mouse says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:30 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@IronForge
Does anyone think Hitler was wrong when he saw through the racket, didn’t
allow foreigners to work in Germany while Germany was under attack, provided
them with out-of-town camps to stay in that even had their own hospitals?

Granted, with the supply lines under attack it was hard to get food to those
places. Hitler’s fault?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

186. Thrallman says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:30 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@onebornfree
Well, that’s a fine thing to say, but most of the commenters on your side here
are reactionary Catholics. They oppose Anglos, Protestants, and therefore the
American Revolution and the Bill of Rights.

So what hope have you got as a libertarian? You’re trying to defend against the
woke mob who think the Constitution is White Supremacy, by rallying the far
right who want a Pope and a Duce.

My hope is that the Koreans are making rapid progress in genetic engineering,
and will introduce the superman before one of these would-be dictators can
enslave the world.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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187. mark green says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:39 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden

Why would [Israel] kill the most pro-Israel presidential candidate of the Democrats?

Good question.

Decades ago, I saw Sirhan Sirhan interviewed on TV by David Frost. Sirhan did
not dispute his conviction. He admitted to killing RFK.

Sirhan told Frost that his reason for killing RFK was that he considered RFK a
sellout and hypocrite because RFK’s reputation was built on helping the poor
and downtrodden but RFK was selling out to the Jews.

Sirhan, a Christian Palestinian, was enraged by the pro-Israel rhetoric of RFK
during an election year. In the intervening decades, Israel’s grip on America’s
political life has only tightened.

The Jewish state has been granted a permanent license to kill, steal, subvert,
assassinate, and sail effortlessly above international law. Meanwhile, Sirhan
Sirhan remains behind bars.

• Thanks: Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
188. 24th Alabama says:

May 17, 2023 at 8:02 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Vito Klein
I have a Nazi friend whose answer to the Holocaust numbers question is “Don’t
know, but it wasn’t enough.” I am against killing anyone except in self-defense
so we will always disagree to some extent. Six million is likely an inflated
number but there is ample proof that millions of Jews were killed by starvation,
disease, freezing or poisonous gas.

The photographic evidence of the Babi Yar massacre by the Einsatzgruppen
appears to be

 authentic and there is considerable proof that they were active throughout
Eastern Europe 1941-42. We don’t know how many people died in the
concentration camps but at least two or three million seems reasonable.

It was equally absurd for the Soviet Jews to deny their responsibility for the
Holodomor which

 killed about 5 million Ukrainian peasants by starvation in 1932-33.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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189. Rogue says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:55 am GMT • 20.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski

When American politicians must go to Israel, a foreign country, in order to get elected to the US
Congress and the presidency, what more does one need as proof that we are an occupied
nation.?

Just for the record, I’m not American myself, but looking at your country from
the vantage point of abroad, that’s exactly how it comes across.

Must confess, until very recently, I really though De Santis was a good guy –
but this recent legislation is quite beyond the pale. Free speech is surely a solid
conservative value. Whenever I hear the word “hate” in proposed legislation, I
think “here we go with lefty crap again”.

Actually, so-called “hate” legislation is a lot more sinister than just being crap.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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190. anarchyst says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:24 pm GMT • 19.8 hours ago • 600 Words   ↑
@Anon
Germany has been saddled with its own “Stockholm Syndrome” ever since
the summation of the Second World War.

 There are some brave Germans who have gone against the “official narrative”
of WW2 with Germany seen as being on “the wrong side of history” and as
such are (still) considered to be “the bad guys”, but they are either too few or
afraid of being “outed” as “holocaust™ deniers”, subject to severe punishment,
and yes, Nazis (which is unfairly still a pejorative term in Germany and in much
of the rest of the civilized world).

 This is especially bolstered by the (in)famous “jewish holocaust™” which was
created by the Allies in order to keep Germany permanently demonized.

 In fact, it was Russian jews who “rebuilt” Auschwitz after the war in its own
propagandistic way, creating and amplifying engineering errors that the
Germans would have never done.

 From non-sealed “gas chambers” with wooden doors that “swing the wrong
way” to no means for inserting and ventilating the poison gases, using a
delousing agent as an ineffective “poison gas”, anyone with an engineering
background can easily poke holes in all of the claims made by holocaust™
promoters.

 Let’s not forget that jewish “holocaustianity™” has been deemed to be a state
religion in many countries from which no deviation of belief is permitted.

 Prosecution, fines and imprisonment await those who seek the truth about this
false, contrived event in history.

 Even Canada has criminalized any criticism of this “event”.
 Recently, Florida Governor DeSantis traveled to israel where he signed

legislation to outlaw and prosecute (certain) “hate speech”. He signed this
legislation while in israel and made it known that it was to outlaw criticism of the
“holocaust™”. Now, who does DeSantis work for?

 It is only a matter of time before “holocaustianity™” becomes the “official state
religion” here in the USA.

 If the “holocaust™” is based on “truth” why not encourage a full impartial
investigation into this “event”? What are “holocaust™” promoters afraid of?

 Jews have always been excellent propaganda agents, tugging at heartstrings
by always showing jews as being “downtrodden” victims, always being
marginalized and victimized. This is a “feature” and not a “bug” as it has been
successful in keeping the holocaust™ fable alive to the present day.

 Jewish “holocaust™ museums” (actually jewish freak shows) display piles of
shoes, glasses, clothing, and other piles of “who knows what” in order to claim
that 6,000,000 jews were “gassed out of existence”.
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These jewish freaks shows get massive amounts of taxpayer-funded dollars
despite being totally out of place in American society. Schoolchildren are
brainwashed and propagandized in these freak shows, which is actually child
abuse to allow children into these jewish freak shows.

 Florida Governor DeSantis mandated that ALL Florida school children will
visit these “holocaust™ museums” (jewish freak shows) under penalty of
law. Gotta keep the fraud alive. What better way than to brainwash children?

 It could be safely argued that even Americans have been unwitting victims of
“Stockholm Syndrome” especially when it comes to “all things holocaust™”.

 It is long overdue to conduct a full, impartial, honest of all holocaust™ claims
and to “let the chips fall where they may” and finally expose it as the fraud that
it is.

 This is the only way out of the Stockholm Syndrome for Germany, the USA
and the rest of the world.

• Replies: @Anon, @Colin Wright, @Carolyn Yeager
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
191. NeverTrustaWizard says: • Website

May 17, 2023 at 12:33 pm GMT • 19.6 hours ago   ↑
@Rurik

I know a few Obama-loving Jewish women, who of course gush over all things Israel, and so
forth, and they hate De Shabbos with a passion.

So much so, that he can’t be that bad.

Silly logic considering left wing Ashkenazis hate their greatest allies –
evangelical Christians.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
192. Anonymous[326] • Disclaimer says:

May 17, 2023 at 1:37 pm GMT • 18.6 hours ago   ↑
@Kal Zakath
They are …..but only because of their pathetic aquisence to the Jew.

These soft scumbags ancestors built this country, and civilization in general.

A modern WHITE man is like a little baby girl, compared to his great-
grandfather.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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193. Rurik says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:05 pm GMT • 18.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@NeverTrustaWizard

Silly logic..

well, I wasn’t trying to prove a theorem, just making an ‘off the cuff’ observation.

but if you took it a bit further, then I suppose depending on how loathsome a
person is, (let’s say Merrick Garland); if he hates Ron De Shabbos, (who he no-
doubt does), and also hates evangelical Christians, (whom he no doubt does),
perhaps that does point to some redeeming quality- however ephemeral or
elusive- of Ron De Shabbos and evangelical Christians.

Sometimes the old trope about ‘the enemy of my enemy’, and so forth, has
some merit, silly or not.

On the whole, DeShabbos would no doubt commit any treason, and betray
every citizen of Florida (and the U.S.), and every oath he’s ever uttered, and
every principle of decency known, if doing so would exalt him to the potus.
That’s a duh. But as governor, he has done some very good things. If one
simply looks at it dispassionately.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

194. old coyote says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:43 pm GMT • 17.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Colin Wright
Participation in a system known to be a deliberate facade for evil to maintain it’s
power is not a choice a good man should make. “If voting made a difference, it
would be illegal”- Samuel Clemens. “It doesn’t matter who votes, it matters who
counts them”- Joseph Stalin. etc etc.

“Democracy” is a god which has always failed; the panderers always take over
the mob.

• Agree: Harold Smith
• Thanks: 24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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195. Trinity says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:47 pm GMT • 17.4 hours ago   ↑
Any politician who flies to Israel to dry hump “The Whining Wall” while wearing
that stupid little hat should be tried and convicted of treason.

5 Dancing Israelis

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

196. Anon[320] • Disclaimer says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:50 pm GMT • 14.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anarchyst
There’s something wrong with this man. He always has a sad look on his face.
Even in these pictures where he’s smiling his eyes show otherwise. I assume
he’s hiding some terrible sin or perhaps crimes he witnessed while working as a
Navy lawyer at Guantanamo. He’s a shameless toady for the Zionists as well.
Even worse than Trump. In fact I would dare say he resembles Lee Harvey
Oswald! https://www.ecosia.org/images?q=desantis%20images

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

197. Alden says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:28 pm GMT • 13.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@JimDandy
RFK Sr was killed two weeks after he made a speech promising unlimited help
including weapons to Israel. So why would jews and Israelis kill RFK Sr?

Probably because David Rockefeller, his agent who handled Richard Nixon
Henry Kissinger and the government of Israel knew that if elected, Nixon would
give Israel even more money weapons and American troops than Kennedy or
any other presidential candidate.

Which Nixon the Jewish puppet did.

As for the UNZ review article you cited I didn’t bother to read it. Just more of
the same old same old idiocy.

• Replies: @JimDandy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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198. Alden says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:43 pm GMT • 13.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@OrangeSmoke
RFK Sr was attorney general of the United States when his brother was
assassinated and until September 1964.

As attorney general he was chief law enforcement officer of the USA. And
perfectly positioned to investigate his brother’s assassination. So why didn’t he
investigate his brother’s assassination when he had the power to do so?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

199. Alden says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:00 pm GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rogue
France hasn’t been a catholic country since the revolution. In fact, the
revolution was very anti catholic. The revolutionaries invented a new non
Christian religion. Closed every catholic institution and executed priests and
nuns. Along with about 200 thousand other enemies.

The Paris commune was a communist outburst. Among the leaders were one
of Karl Marx’s daughters and her husband.

Unlike many European countries, France never had many Protestants or an
activist Protestant church. Instead, France always had and still has very
powerful and activists Masons. Unlike Protestants Masons don’t look for
converts. In France the upper and middle classes were and are masons. The
working class is catholic or communist. Although because if the communists
embrace of Muslims, the French working class is much less communist than it
was.

Catholicism in France is mostly a heritage tourist attraction thing. Like the
former royal palaces.

• Replies: @Rogue
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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200. Charles Pewitt says:
May 17, 2023 at 8:03 pm GMT • 12.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Unlike many European countries, France never had many Protestants or an
activist Protestant church. Instead, France always had and still has very
powerful and activists Masons. Unlike Protestants Masons don’t look for
converts. In France the upper and middle classes were and are masons. The
working class is catholic or communist. Although because if the communists
embrace of Muslims, the French working class is much less communist than it
was.

  
I say:

The Spiral TV show set in France had a bit about Masons and how a judge got
inside help on something because of the Masons and the judge’s dalliances
with them.

George Washington and Andrew Jackson were both Masons, and they were
the two best presidents the USA has had. James Mason was from
Huddersfield, Yorkshire, and he was fun.

Washington was part Anglo-Norman and part Saxon, so his people spent 6 or
10 centuries or so in England and some time in France.

The Spiral TV show revealed that judges in France are active supervisors of
investigations in their legal system.

Macron is a Rothschild Puppet Whore and Marine Le Pen could be the George
Washington of True France Core Strong

Marine Le Pen and her party, “remarkably, have become, in the eyes of many, the voice of la
France profonde, the voice of reason,” write Mitchell Abidor and Miguel Lago.
https://t.co/HiCvL7ec3I

— New York Times Opinion (@nytopinion) May 16, 2023

In France, “the right-wing populist current in the Yellow Vests from just a few years ago has not
vanished, and it is making itself felt in the new polls,” write Mitchell Abidor and Miguel Lago.
https://t.co/srOT54qaZZ

— New York Times Opinion (@nytopinion) May 15, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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201. Colin Wright says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 9:26 pm GMT • 10.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anarchyst

‘Germany has been saddled with its own “Stockholm Syndrome” ever since the summation of the
Second World War.

 There are some brave Germans who have gone against the “official narrative” of WW2 with
Germany seen as being on “the wrong side of history” and as such are (still) considered to be
“the bad guys”…’

You start out alright, anyway. Speaking for myself I find the German ‘ve vere so
bad!’schtick both unnatural and unpleasant. It also involves mountains of half-
truths, omissions, and outright falsehoods.

Give me Japan, better. I ran into some outrageous lies and distortions in the
Yasukuni Shrine Museum — but at least they still take pride in who they are.

In the end, the Japanese approach is at least as honest — and a lot healthier.
I’d rather make a deal with the Japanese than the Germans any day. With the
Japanese, at least you can figure it’s what they actually want. The Germans?
They might wake up.

• Replies: @Carolyn Yeager, @anarchyst
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
202. John Rotten says:

May 17, 2023 at 10:36 pm GMT • 9.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
Fucking grotesque.

Not the Groid African Tree Hockey Superstar …

But

The filthy fuckfaced WHITE women that continue to demoralize our RACE.

How much more shit are we going to be able to tolerate from these Demonic
Cosmic Shitstains…

 Who get more brazen by the hour.

You deceased my life and you deceased my daughter’s life.

Thanks filthy Jews.
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203. John Rotten says:
May 17, 2023 at 10:47 pm GMT • 9.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Mr. Giraldi… you are a hero to me.

Please keep yourself protected….so you can continue to call out the Masonic,
Luciferian cockroaches that have completely subverted and denigrated our
“former” Homeland.

Why, since 1945, we have laid down and allowed these Satanic Tapeworms to
shit their degeneracy into our mind’s is something I hope to understand before I
die.

My only goal as an older man is now to not die with a mind full of filthy Jewish
lies….like everyone I know will.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

204. Carolyn Yeager says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 10:51 pm GMT • 9.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anarchyst

This is especially bolstered by the (in)famous “jewish holocaust™” which was created by the
Allies in order to keep Germany permanently demonized.

The “jewish holocaust™” was created by the jews and concurred with by the
Allies because they found it in their interest to do so. Plus it helped the US &
Britain get along with Stalin/Soviet Union, and also helped the FDR/Truman
administrations get along with American jews.

Germans have no say in the matter. They were not even considered, still aren’t.

• Thanks: anarchyst
• Replies: @Marshall Dillon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 
205. Carolyn Yeager says: • Website

May 17, 2023 at 10:57 pm GMT • 9.2 hours ago   ↑
@Colin Wright
Germans live in the middle of Europe. Japanese live in the Pacific Ocean and
have their own culture. Don’t be such an insufferable snob toward Germans.
They do not want to do the heavy lifting anymore. Can anyone blame them? It’s
not about “waking up.”

• Replies: @Colin Wright
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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206. anarchyst says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:14 pm GMT • 8.9 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Colin Wright
The only way for the Germans to “wake up” is to throw off the jewish / american
boot heels, get out of NATO and restore their long-deserved honor by getting
rid of the foreign influences that still rules German society. German pride was
outlawed with the summation of WW2 on terms imposed by the “allies”. It’s
been long overdue to “let Germany be Germany”, unfettered by outside forces.

 You are missing the mark by comparing Germany to Japan. 
 Japan never got the “treatment” that was imposed on the German people.

 It would appear that Theodore N. Kaufman’s vile tome “Germany Must
Perish” was at least partially used on the German people in order to “neuter”
the German citizenry and their country.

 Hell, Japan even got to keep its “emperor”.
 It is said that technology advances greatly during wartime, gruesome

experiments taking place that would not be allowed or considered during
peacetime. Japan’s unit 731 conducted much more horrific experiments than
any other country, Germany included but was never brought to task. Even
Americans conducted gruesome experiments during the war.

 In fact, medical types from around the world have obtained and reviewed the
“results” of such experimentation.

 You see, in Japanese culture, those captured as the “enemy” were considered
to be “less than human”, not unlike jewish supremacy which still reigns
supreme in their jewish talmud.

 Germany was saddled with jewish holocaust lies about masturbation machines,
electric floors, phony gas chambers, delousing agents used as “gas”, shrunken
heads, fingers for light switches and jewish “soap”. These fabrications are still
taken as “truth” despite such claims being laughable, totally ridiculous and
impossible.

 Even the supposed “numbers” (6,000,000) don’t add up. The engineering
claimed by holocaust promoters itself was impossible. Every holocaust claim
can easily be debunked and shown to be a fabrication.

 That being said, Germany’s subservience is imposed by external forces. It is
long overdue for Germany to be restored to its rightful place in the world of
nations. Of course, the jews will never go along with it.

 There is one solution: A certain sh!tty little country in the middle east and its
upcoming eastern European version 2.0 must be returned to their rightful
inhabitants. I don’t care where the jews go…

 Best regards,
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207. Michael Fury says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 11:32 pm GMT • 8.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Their love for their imperiled heritage

The Enemy announced was “hate”, and in his rage

Demanded all must hate their hate and all

Must hate without exception any soul

Unwise enough to show them sympathy

Or face the trials of his antipathy,

From social exile to the heavy threat

Of laws he promised soon to legislate

Against the merest overheard expression

In defiance of his anti-white suppression.

Thus he sought to isolate these heroes

And make of their potential allies foes.

His craven politicians genuflected

And condemned them, ever his elected

Stooges….

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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208. Colin Wright says: • Website
May 18, 2023 at 12:39 am GMT • 7.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carolyn Yeager

‘…They do not want to do the heavy lifting anymore…’

Interestingly, that’s more or less the gist of an Adenauer speech quoted in
Fassbinder’s The Marriage of Maria Braun. ‘Ohne mich.’

There’s a theory that the pacifism of such ‘refugee’ cultures as the Bushmen is
an aberration — a response to the trauma of having attempted the alternative
and lost. The Germans seem to be suffering the equivalent — or attempting to
suffer it. I don’t think they’ll succeed.

They’ll come back. They’ve no choice. Yous gots to be who you is…

It’s often been said that Poland is a victim of its geographical position. Ditto for
Germany. They tried to resolve it by becoming the alpha male of the
neighborhood (had the Bismarcks been a hereditary dynasty they might have
pulled it off).

Now — having been very severely punished for their last effort — they’re trying
to be all good — in the rowdy classroom with the lunatic schoolmaster.

They won’t succeed.
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209. ImaBotKnot says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:49 am GMT • 7.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
Coors?

Bear Whizz Beer Colorado I used to have this t-shirt.
 

 
https://greensportsblog.com/coors-light-makes-sustainability-a-part-of-its-climb-
on-marketing-campaign/

What is news is that Coors Light is telling its sustainability stories to consumers
through its “Climb On” campaign and its “EveryOneCan” initiative.
GreenSportsBlog talked to Lane Goggin, Associate Marketing Manager at
Coors Light, to learn more.

HINT They are doing Atlas Shrugged and intentionally collapsing companies
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210. ImaBotKnot says:
May 18, 2023 at 1:05 am GMT • 7.1 hours ago   ↑
@Anon
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/ex-mossad-head-instructed-deputy-tell-cia-
official-to-kiss-my-a-611081

Efraim Halevy was head of the Mossad on 9/11

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herzi_Halevi

In 1993 he was assigned to Sayeret Matkal, the IDF’s special forces unit, where
he served as a company commander

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
 

211. Rogue says:
May 18, 2023 at 2:15 am GMT • 5.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
I’m aware the French revolution was anti-clerical, although things went so far
that a major backlash occurred against the atheist revolutionaries – and religion
was brought somewhat back into the fold. The religion being Catholicism, of
course, as that was the only religion that the common people knew.

France never had many Protestants or an activist Protestant church

Well, there were the French Huguenots, but they left France en masse because
of persecution against them.

And I would say that it is a fact, that every country or land that took them in
benefitted a great deal from these extremely productive and innovative people.

Just to be clear, I’m not a Huguenot descendant, lest it sound like I’m kinda
self-promoting.
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212. Reg Cæsar says:
May 18, 2023 at 4:33 am GMT • 3.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik

Zionism, (genocidal murder and theft)

If Egypt, a quarter of the Arab world, is any indication, then there are five and a
half times the number of Arabs today as in 1948. The number of Arabs born
just in 2021 is roughly equal to that of all the Jews in Israel. Which has fewer
people than Arab League member Somalia. (Somalis are Arabs? Guess so.)

In other words, this is one of the most incompetent genocides ever. If you want
to see a genocide that worked, check out what Mexico did with her blacks.
Almost as efficient was the Arab erasure of Christians in their country. Even
Lebanon, where Christians dominated but are outnumbered 2-1.
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